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I have developed 3-D models of mantle heterogeneity that satisfy seismic and
geodynamic observations. The seismic constraints include body wave travel times of
multi-bounce mantle and core shear waves. The geodynamic constraints include the
Earth’s gravity field, dynamic surface topography, tectonic plate motions and the
excess ellipticity of the core-mantle boundary. These geodynamic observations are
directly dependent upon density perturbations in the mantle which are the driving
force of mantle flow. Furthermore, the effect of density anomalies on these
geodynamic observables is dependent upon the viscosity of the mantle and whether or
not there are boundaries to vertical flow within the mantle. Assuming a linear
relation between seismic velocity and density, I tested several hypotheses for how the
mantle convects by jointly inverting the seismic and geodynamic data. The data were
best fit by a model assuming whole mantle convection with no internal layers that
strongly inhibit vertical flow.
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The simultaneous inversion of seismic and geodynamic observations requires
knowledge of the link between seismic velocity and density perturbations in the
mantle. Therefore, I have tested several radially-symmetric profiles of densityvelocity scaling from mineral physics studies which assume that all lateral
heterogeneity is generated by lateral temperature variations. Integration of the
optimum density-velocity conversion profile into the joint modeling framework has
yielded mantle-scale models of seismic velocity and thermally-induced density
perturbations. These models satisfy the combined dataset to a reasonably high degree
implying that variations of temperature are the primary cause of mantle seismic
heterogeneity outside of the roots of continental cratons. Using inversion techniques,
I have also found a 3D density-velocity relationship in the mantle thereby revealing
density perturbations associated with compositional variability. Compositional
buoyancy of the cratons is clearly detected and intrinsically-dense material is found
within the mid-mantle extension of the rising African superplume structure. This
high-density component within the superplume hinders the buoyancy of the structure
and possibly redirects the flow within. Collectively, these models yield a better
understanding of the dynamics of the mantle.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Seismic Tomography and mantle flow
Earthquake-generated seismic waves that travel through the Earth provide the
most direct information available on the structure of the interior of our planet.
Therefore, measurements of these waves recorded at the surface provide a means to
understand the Earth’s internal makeup and evolution. Seismic tomography is the
process of 3-D spatial mapping of seismic properties (most often wave velocity) using
these surface observations. The first attempts at developing 3-D global images of
seismic velocity in the upper mantle were done by Woodhouse & Dziewonski (1984)
and in the lower mantle by Dziewonski (1984). Since these early studies, several
techniques and datasets have been developed to compute global seismic tomographic
images. These techniques include simple travel time tomography where expected
arrival times for particular seismic phases are compared to the measured travel times
thus generating “travel time residuals”. The inversion of the travel time residuals is
often performed assuming the time of arrival of a wave is only sensitive to velocity
along a curvilinear ray path through the mantle (e.g. Grand 2002). However, some
recent approaches involve “finite frequency” analysis where the energy is not
assumed to travel along simple ray paths but rather along a three-dimensional kernel
(e.g. Montelli et al. 2004). Even more sophisticated approaches involve full
waveform inversion where complete time series are modeled rather than just arrival
1

times of particular seismic phases. Romanowicz (2003) reviews the recent progress
of global seismic tomography with particular emphasis on full waveform inversion.
Most global compressional wave (P) and shear wave (S) tomography studies
show several common large-scale features. These include higher than average P and
S velocities beneath old cratons to depths of at least 200 km. Most models also show
large fast seismic anomalies at depths near 600 km associated with western Pacific
subduction zones. Within the lower mantle several linear high velocity anomalies are
seen that can be geographically related to past subduction locations beneath the
Americas and southern Asia; but their continuity through the lower mantle is variable.
Finally, in the deepest lower mantle, two large scale slow anomalies are observed
beneath the southwest Pacific Ocean and Africa that broaden with depth to the base of
the mantle. Although global seismic tomography models show many common
features, they still differ significantly in detail and it is still unclear what these images
are telling us about the dynamics and evolution of the Earth as a whole. This is due
to the non-uniqueness of the seismic problem and also the difficulty in interpreting
the seismic anomalies in terms of thermal and compositional variations. Therefore, a
number of fundamental questions remain unresolved. For example, we do not know
whether the mantle flows continuously from shallow depths to the core-mantle
boundary (whole-mantle convection) or if there are boundaries within the mantle
restricting mass transport. Such boundaries could be generated by compositional
layering, high pressure phase transitions, or changes in rock properties with depth
such as viscosity and thermal expansivity. Based on seismic tomography, arguments
can be made for both whole-mantle and bounded flow scenarios.
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Grand et al. (1997) and van der Hilst et al. (1997) have interpreted the linear
high-velocity anomalies in the lower mantle beneath the Americas and southern Asia
as sinking lithosphere. Parts of these anomalies appear to extend to the core-mantle
boundary (CMB). Moreover, the correlation of high-velocity zones at the base of the
mantle with regions of ancient subduction suggests that plates may descend through
the entire mantle and form slab graveyards near the CMB (Richards & Engebretson
1992). This interpretation implies that material descends across the entire mantle and
thus whole-mantle convection occurs in the Earth. However, there are concerns that
the apparent slabs in the lower mantle seen in tomographic images may be artifacts
produced by sampling and processing problems in the inversions (Hamilton 2002).
Furthermore, there are many present day subduction zones that do not appear to have
lower mantle fast seismic anomalies associated with them as might be expected.
Specifically, along the western Pacific, subducted slabs appear to be strongly
inhibited near 670 km depth which marks the depth of the deepest earthquakes. This
is also the depth where the dissociation of the spinel phase to perovskite and
magnesiowustite is known to occur. It is unclear whether this is a temporary
phenomenon or whether this is demonstrating permanent layered mantle flow. In
addition to a boundary to flow near 670 km, boundaries to flow at other depths
within the mantle have been proposed. For example, Fukao et al. (2001) propose that
a boundary to flow exists near ~1000 km depth. Their proposal is primarily based
upon the evaluation of tomographic images of western Pacific subduction zones that
show high velocity anomalies to varying depths but never below about 1000 km.
However, it has also been suggested that these apparent slab extensions beneath the
3

upper-lower mantle boundary are due to conductive cooling of the mantle below a
stagnant slab lying at the base of the upper mantle ( ižková et al. 1999).
Seismic studies have also concluded that the lower ~1000 km of the mantle has
complex seismic characteristics including anti-correlation of wave speeds and density
(e.g. Ishii & Tromp 1999; Masters et al. 2000; Trampert et al. 2004). These studies
have led to the idea that the deepest mantle is chemically-distinct from the overlying
mantle implying yet another boundary to flow well within the lower mantle (Kellogg
et al. 1999; Van der Hilst & Karason 1999). However, these conclusions are
primarily based upon joint modeling of P and S waves that have very different
sampling of the deep mantle or the study of normal mode splitting functions that
result in very long-wavelength heterogeneity models. These models may satisfy the
constraints considered within each of the studies but suffer from the non-uniqueness
of the inversion problem.
One of the most notable features in the deep Earth is known as the “African
superplume”. The African superplume is a large, seismically-slow anomaly from the
base of the mantle to mid-lower mantle depths that may be responsible for the uplift
of the southern African continent (Lithgow-Bertelloni & Silver 1998; Gurnis et al.
2000). The superplume is characterized by slow shear (S) wave speeds and exhibits
some complex seismic characteristics (Ritsema et al. 1998, 1999; Ishii & Tromp
1999; Masters et al. 2000; Ni et al. 2002; Ni & Helmberger 2003a,b). For instance,
detailed waveform analyses have revealed that the superplume possesses very abrupt
wave speed reductions near its boundaries which may suggest strong compositional
variations (Ni et al. 2002; Ni & Helmberger 2003a,b). However, the density
4

variations associated with this anomaly are difficult to determine using seismic
information alone and therefore its role in Earth dynamics is debatable. Figure 1.1
illustrates some of the dynamically-significant features detected by seismic waves
discussed above.

Figure 1.1 Dynamically-significant features detected by seismic waves including
possible subducted slabs deflected at the upper-lower mantle boundary and in the
lower mantle (blue).
1.2 Inclusion of geodynamic constraints
It is clear that our knowledge of the composition of the mantle and the dynamics
of mantle convection are still uncertain. This reveals the limitations of directly
interpreting seismic tomography images for mantle flow and compositional
variations. To address these issues, we need to consider constraints that are directly
related to mantle flow beyond just seismic observations. For instance, the Earth’s
gravity field, as determined by satellite altimetry, is a direct result of density
perturbations in the mantle which are the driving force behind mantle flow. In
5

addition, surface topography not associated with crustal thickness variations (dynamic
topography) is also directly related to the flow in the mantle acting to deflect the
Earth’s surface. Similarly, the motion of tectonic plates and the bulge of the coremantle boundary are direct results of flow within the mantle. Richards & Hager
(1984) and Ricard et al. (1984) showed that calculating the Earth’s gravity field,
dynamic topography, and plate motions from a given distribution of density within
the mantle depends on the viscosity structure of the mantle as well as whether there
exist barriers to flow. Figure 1.2 shows the connection of a buoyant deep mantle
density anomaly to the gravity, topography and plate motions. The buoyant anomaly
creates a flow field within the mantle that perturbs boundary layers. In this case,
viscous stresses cause an uplift of the surface that in turn creates a positive gravity
signal over a region underlain by a low density anomaly. If a barrier to vertical flow
existed within the model shown in Figure 1.2, the surface uplift would be greatly
reduced and this would significantly change the gravity field as well as the other
observables. Thus if seismic tomography could give a detailed model of the density
structure of the mantle, the observed gravity, dynamic topography, and plate motions
could directly place constraints on the nature of mantle flow.
In this thesis, I have performed joint inversions of seismic and geodynamic data to
place constraints on the dynamics and chemical composition of the mantle. Firstly, I
have updated the travel time dataset presented in Grand (2002) and used a new
algorithm to produce a shear-wave model of the entire mantle (Chapter 2). The data
consist of globally distributed shear body wave travel times including multi-bounce
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S-waves, shallow-turning triplicated phases, as well as core reflections and phases
traversing the outer core (SKS and SKKS).
In chapter 3, I present results from simultaneous inversions of the seismic dataset
and several flow-related geodynamic observations. The convection-related datasets
include global free air gravity, tectonic plate divergence, dynamic surface topography
and the excess ellipticity of the core-mantle boundary. The geodynamic observables
are linearly related to mantle density perturbations by theoretical, wavelengthdependent kernel functions that represent the viscous flow response of the mantle to
internal density loads (Richards & Hager 1984; Ricard et al. 1984; Forte & Peltier
1987). Therefore, by defining a link between seismic velocity and density
perturbations, we are able to solve for a single density/velocity model that best
reconciles all the observations. Fortunately, the geodynamic kernel functions are also
strongly dependent upon the style of mantle flow assumed. Therefore, I have directly
tested whole-mantle versus layered-mantle flow scenarios in the framework of joint
seismic-geodynamic inversion. In this particular analysis, we optimized the scaling
factor between velocity and density for each of the models tested (Chapter 3).
Since simultaneously solving seismic and geodynamic datasets requires
knowledge of how density and seismic velocity are related, it is important to examine
this connection in detail. In chapters 4 and 5, I examine the effect of velocity-density
scaling on the results of joint inversion. First, I tested several mineral physics
predictions for velocity-density scaling under the assumption that seismic anomalies
are due solely to temperature anomalies. I then looked at deviations in the thermal
scaling relationships in 3-D to include “non-thermal” effects. In doing so, I estimated
7

the relative contributions of thermal and compositional variations to mantle
heterogeneity (Chapter 5). I find chemically-distinct regions in the shallow mantle
beneath cratons as well as within the African superplume anomaly in the deep mantle.
Using the detailed image of the density and velocity structure of the African
superplume region, I discuss the role of the superplume in the dynamics and evolution
of the mantle (Chapter 4).

Figure 1.2 Schematic depiction of the effect of a large-scale upwelling on several
geodynamic observations. In a viscous Earth, a low-density upwelling deflects
boundaries both above and below. In this case, the surface is pushed upward creating
dynamic topography and the core-mantle boundary is similarly deflected. These
deflections along with the low-density anomaly itself combine to create the total
gravity field. As the upwelling reaches the surface, flow is dominant in the lateral
direction thereby forcing tectonic plates apart. If a boundary to flow exists at some
depth within the mantle (not shown), the new boundary would be deflected in
response to the upwelling providing for entirely different observations.
8
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Chapter 2
Shear-wave Tomography Model of the Mantle
2.1 Introduction
A multitude of tomographic models using a variety of data types and
methodologies have provided evidence of significant seismic heterogeneity in the
mantle (e.g. Robertson & Woodhouse 1996; Grand et al. 1997; Su & Dziewonski
1997; van der Hilst et al. 1997; Ritsema et al. 1999; Karason & van der Hilst 2000;
Masters et al. 2000; Megnin & Romanowicz 2000; Gu et al. 2001; Zhao 2001; Grand
2002; Ishii & Tromp 2004; Kennett & Gorbatov 2004; Montelli et al. 2004; Panning
& Romanowicz 2005). Data sets include travel times supplied by the International
Seismic Center (ISC) which consists of millions of data points. The bulk of the ISC
data consists of P-wave travel times that allow for high-resolution images in wellsampled zones. However, the sampling distribution of the ISC data set is limited in
parts of the mantle due to the distribution of earthquakes and seismic stations. Other
data sets consist of hand-picked travel time measurements as well as data extracted
from waveforms. Information extracted from waveforms include surface wave
dispersion estimates that provide significant constraints on upper mantle
heterogeneity and normal mode splitting functions that constrain the long-wavelength
velocity and density heterogeneity throughout the mantle.
Even with the wide variety of data used and the techniques developed to exploit
the data, several large-scale features are detected in all recent models of mantle
12

heterogeneity. However, details including the overall shape, intensity and depth
extent of some anomalies differ amongst the models. Also, the inherent nonuniqueness of the problem has left the door open for a variety of interpretations of the
features visible in existing tomographic images. Therefore, there is still no consensus
on the composition and dynamics of the Earth’s deep interior and many fundamental
questions remain unanswered such as: Do subducted slabs reach the base of the
mantle? Where are rising plumes/hotspots initialized? Are there large-scale
primitive geochemical reservoirs in the mantle, and if so, where are they?
Improvements to the existing mantle heterogeneity models are required to address
these fundamental issues. One way to improve existing tomographic models is the
addition of more data to reduce the non-uniqueness of the solutions. This is well
within our grasp given the ever-increasing volume of available seismic data recorded
at broadband seismic stations around the world. Therefore, I have made additions to
the data set of shear body wave travel time residuals described in Grand (2002) and
developed new techniques to calculate travel times and model the data in the
framework of travel time tomography.
Travel time tomography involves calculating the difference between observed
seismic wave arrival times and predicted times based on a standardized model, thus
generating a data set of travel time residuals. An individual travel time residual can
be expressed as:

residual = t =

dp
v (p )
Pa a

dp
= sa dp
v (p ) Pa
Ps s
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s s dp
Ps

(2.1)

va and vs are the actual (subscript a) and starting (subscript s) seismic model velocities
which are integrated over their corresponding ray paths (Pa and Ps respectively). The
seismic velocities can be converted to slowness to attain a simple linear form (i.e.
s a = 1 / v a ). The starting seismic velocity model is often one-dimensional and the
actual model (to be determined) is three-dimensional. In theory, the seismic ray path
is a function of the velocity structure itself. However, the time differences due to
path changes are of second order and negligible based on Fermat’s principle (Aki et
al. 1977). Therefore, we can approximate Equation 2.1 in the following way:

(sa

t=

ss )dp

(2.2)

P

where the path is now assumed to be identical to that predicted for the starting model.
The model space can be broken into blocks where we assume that the deviation from
the starting model is uniform within each block. The integral in Equation 2.2 can
then be written in a discrete form:

t=

N

(2.3)

lj sj
j =1

where the summation is over all discretized blocks in the model space (N number of
blocks). lj and

s j are the ray path length and the differential seismic slowness in
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model block number j, respectively. Considering all measured residual times, we can
develop a system of linear equations:

ti =

N
j =1

lij s j

t1
l11
.
.
=
.
.
tM
lM 1

.
.
.

.

l1N
.
.
.
. lMN

s1
.
.
sN

(2.4)

where i is the residual number and j is the model block number. M and N are the total
number of measured residuals and the total number of parameterized blocks,
respectively. The arrays in Equation 2.4 can be written in a more compact matrix
form:

Lm = r

(2.5)

In Equation 2.5, L is the Fréchet kernel matrix (ray path lengths) and r is a vector
containing all residual travel times (measurements). The vector m is the 3-D
differential seismic slowness model to be determined using matrix inversion
techniques. In the following sections, I describe the data as well as the measurement
and modeling procedures used to obtain an updated mantle-scale tomographic model
of shear-wave velocity perturbations. I also point out some of the major features
observed in the final model and what they might be telling us about the evolution and
dynamics of the Earth’s interior.
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2.2 Seismic networks and earthquakes
Seismic waveforms recorded at a large number of globally-distributed seismic
stations and networks (permanent, semi-permanent and temporary arrays) have been
evaluated and are included in the data set. The networks include:
World Wide Standardized Seismographic Network (WWSSN)
A globally-distributed cold-war era network primarily
used in the detection of nuclear weapons testing in the
1960’s.
Global Seismographic Network (GSN)
A globally-distributed network of ~128 permanent
broadband stations managed by the Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS)
consortium.
GEOSCOPE
A globally-distributed network of 30+ permanent
broadband stations managed by the Institut de Physique
du globe de Paris, France.
Canadian National Seismic Network (CNSN)
Permanent broadband network of stations throughout
Canada.
Temporary Arrays
LaRistra (Texas-New Mexico-Arizona-Utah line),
Kaapvaal (southern African continent), Tanzania,
Ethiopia, Patagonia, and others.

Ground motion data recorded at all stations in the network are publicly available via
internet or emails requests submitted to the IRIS data management center (DMC)
which is a centralized data depot funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF).
See the website http://www.iris.edu/data/ for the latest data request methods.
A map of all broadband seismic stations used in this study is shown in Figure 2.1.
I chose to evaluate data recorded at all available stations in the networks listed above
from earthquakes occurring from April 20, 1997 through July 1, 1999 since this is the
time span that the Kaapvaal temporary network existed. This was an important
16

network of 54 broadband seismic instruments which occupied 82 different locations
near the southern tip of the African continent. The array extended roughly along a
SW-NE line almost 1800 km from Cape Town, South Africa to Masvingo, Zimbabwe
and SE-NW nearly 600 km from Swaziland into eastern Botswana (Figure 2.2). The
importance of this particular network is twofold: 1) stations were located within the
southern hemisphere where data coverage is generally limited; and 2) waves recorded
at these stations traversed the African superplume structure providing for improved
constraints of this significant lower mantle feature which is known to possess extreme
lateral velocity gradients and other complexities (e.g. Ritsema et al. 1998, 1999; Ishii
& Tromp 1999; Masters et al. 2000; Ni et al. 2002, 2005; Ni & Helmberger
2003a,b). Figure 2.3 is a map of the earthquakes used in this study and Table 2.1 lists
the earthquake parameters.

Figure 2.1 Seismic stations used in this study. The red dots are stations used for
earthquakes occurring during the timeframe that the Kaapvaal array in southern
Africa existed. The black dots are additional stations used in the generation of the
previous data set.
17

Figure 2.2 Detailed view of the Kaapvaal temporary deployment of broadband
seismic stations. The array consisted of 54 instruments occupying 82 distinct
locations from April 20, 1997 through July 1, 1999. Significant earthquakes
occurring during this time frame were evaluated and added to the data set.
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Figure 2.3 A plot of earthquake locations. Red dots mark the earthquakes that I
evaluated and the black dots correspond to earthquakes used to develop the preexisting data.
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Table 2.1 List of earthquakes added
Month
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Day
8
13
20
27
29
10
11
17
26
27
11
20
20
15
20
26
26
2
3
4
4
23
25
26
5
8
17
17
23
3
3
15
28
11
16
17
17
20
22
26

Year
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97

Hour
13
14
18
6
17
21
9
21
19
4
9
0
10
7
13
3
15
12
6
4
20
17
14
15
18
10
9
15
1
5
19
7
22
7
7
4
5
13
2
5

Minute
29
13
27
10
2
53
29
3
21
39
55
30
14
37
51
27
22
13
22
23
52
51
20
48
4
47
55
2
16
37
17
5
53
56
6
38
51
26
5
34

Second
24.6
45.7
6.5
31.7
38.7
55.0
23.4
40.2
8.8
52.7
12.6
21.0
22.8
49.1
16.6
46.9
9.2
22.9
44.3
37.0
58.3
23.5
48.9
34.3
30.0
49.9
15.2
0.5
1.8
48.7
58.9
16.6
41.5
28.9
56.6
51.5
29.2
31.6
50.1
24.7
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Latitude
51.72
36.41
-59.71
-54.92
-35.96
-35.81
-23.97
51.35
-49.69
38.33
-5.70
52.56
-22.98
-4.37
-41.72
-58.44
-25.51
3.85
-55.19
-26.57
-3.48
-65.53
-13.76
-5.39
-59.74
-29.25
-57.54
-20.89
-8.67
-20.40
-6.74
43.81
-13.74
3.93
-62.88
51.19
36.39
53.42
-5.49
-22.34

Longitude
-170.80
70.94
150.49
-136.17
-102.51
-108.14
-177.51
-179.33
-114.57
-26.68
110.80
-167.48
-66.30
-105.70
80.13
-25.05
178.33
-75.75
-128.99
178.34
151.39
178.81
66.25
128.99
-29.20
178.35
147.97
-178.84
117.02
-178.74
129.02
145.02
-68.79
-75.79
163.19
178.87
70.77
152.76
147.87
-179.69

Depth (km)
33
196
10
10
10
10
164
33
10
10
574.4
14.4
256.1
10
10
29
609.6
198.7
10
624.7
365.6
10
10
253.8
273.9
617.3
10
578.9
160
600
215.6
161
586
177.5
10
20
207
613.8
179.3
588.4

Mw
6.0
6.4
5.9
6.1
6.5
6.5
5.8
6.4
6.2
5.9
6.0
6.1
6.1
6.2
6.5
5.6
5.7
6.8
6.1
6.8
5.7
5.8
6.0
6.1
6.3
5.7
6.2
6.0
5.7
5.6
6.1
6.1
6.7
6.4
5.9
6.6
6.3
5.9
7.2
5.9

Table 2.1 (continued)
Month
12
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8

Day
27
3
14
26
27
27
27
31
7
16
20
28
28
8
21
21
22
25
25
29
1
3
9
10
14
27
15
16
21
23
1
16
18
24
29
9
9
5
20
20

Year
97
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98

Hour
20
6
2
23
2
19
21
23
1
23
12
10
17
0
16
18
1
12
21
7
21
22
23
16
3
23
5
2
22
17
7
9
4
10
23
5
19
12
6
15

Minute
11
10
37
6
14
55
5
30
18
53
18
46
38
35
33
22
8
17
2
14
37
1
26
40
41
51
58
22
31
44
35
35
17
44
37
19
39
54
40
0

Second
1.3
8.4
3.8
1.7
12.9
1.2
44.4
42.0
59.5
19.7
6.2
52.3
48.6
42.2
11.0
28.5
57.5
22.5
55.7
59.0
50.2
48.2
52.7
38.6
22.3
35.7
6.0
3.2
22.9
47.8
50.4
11.9
55.0
30.8
16.6
7.3
44.0
25.7
55.8
8.1
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Latitude
-55.78
-35.47
-39.61
-47.51
-20.77
-22.54
-22.41
-35.76
24.82
52.72
36.48
-14.42
33.46
20.58
79.89
36.43
-11.43
-63.61
-24.34
-0.24
35.38
-8.15
-12.24
-1.32
-23.82
-6.08
14.18
-22.23
-43.40
8.14
33.94
-52.99
-11.57
-37.29
-60.35
38.65
60.53
-54.67
28.93
51.62

Longitude
-4.22
-16.19
46.36
165.18
-179.18
179.05
179.04
-97.06
141.75
-33.68
71.09
167.35
138.12
122.14
1.86
70.13
66.25
147.94
-66.99
-17.93
-35.79
-74.24
67.85
-15.65
-179.87
113.10
144.88
-179.52
41.39
123.73
136.09
159.84
-13.89
-17.39
153.14
-28.63
-153.22
-135.52
139.33
175.25

Depth (km)
10
10
10
33
642.8
611
610.1
10
525.3
10
235.6
184.9
291.4
157.5
10
227.8
10
10
197
10
10
164.6
10
10
498.6
590.7
154.1
586.1
10
657.8
398.5
10
10
10
10
10
144.8
10
440.5
33

Mw
6.2
6.3
5.8
5.9
6.0
6.3
6.5
6.0
6.4
6.7
6.4
5.8
5.7
5.7
6.2
5.9
6.1
6.4
5.6
6.1
5.8
6.6
5.8
6.2
6.1
5.7
6.0
6.9
6.3
6.0
5.9
6.2
6.3
6.0
6.3
6.2
6.2
6.2
7.1
6.2

Table 2.1 (continued)
Month
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
12
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6

Day
30
30
7
12
14
14
28
1
3
11
8
24
10
12
16
24
25
27
5
5
5
6
8
9
13
26
7
11
25
9
19
26

Year
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

Hour
7
11
0
9
4
23
13
3
11
12
5
23
8
2
10
8
10
8
11
14
11
4
13
12
10
18
14
1
16
4
9
22

Minute
52
33
39
3
43
16
34
41
15
4
0
54
21
32
44
0
37
9
39
37
8
51
10
16
38
17
13
0
42
5
3
5

Second
25.3
33.0
30.2
48.3
28.9
46.8
30.5
13.1
42.7
54.7
53.3
46.1
14.5
25.6
39.5
8.5
13.5
1.9
45.2
53.0
4.0
5.8
34.1
1.9
48.4
26.2
52.4
40.9
5.3
44.5
9.1
28.9
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Latitude
-23.93
50.91
-36.24
-24.51
-34.75
51.62
-8.19
13.74
28.50
-21.04
-7.26
-16.51
-7.95
26.74
56.23
-26.46
-18.03
-5.32
-12.62
47.51
-5.59
24.45
43.61
-26.35
-21.42
-1.65
56.42
-36.10
-27.93
-53.04
-5.41
-17.96

Longitude
-66.91
-130.66
-97.71
-67.12
-107.98
-173.15
112.41
-45.56
127.61
-179.11
127.08
-174.75
-71.42
140.17
-147.43
74.48
-178.45
146.76
166.97
147.16
149.57
-46.37
130.35
178.22
-176.46
-77.78
-152.94
-110.64
-66.93
-46.84
146.88
-178.19

Depth (km)
219.5
10
10
187.2
10
33
151.6
10
226.6
623.9
263.2
223.2
649.4
440.6
21
10
640
230
213
407.4
150
10
565.7
621.2
164.2
172.6
20
10
169.3
10
208.5
590.4

Mw
5.7
6.1
6.1
5.6
6.1
6.1
6.6
6.0
6.1
5.9
5.7
6.0
5.5
5.9
6.0
6.3
5.8
5.9
5.9
5.9
7.4
5.8
7.1
6.2
6.8
6.1
6.2
6.0
5.8
5.8
5.7
6.1

2.3 Seismic phases
I used primarily teleseismic, horizontally-polarized shear waves (SH) including all
detectable surface reflected multiples: Sn and ScSn where n = {1,2 ,3,4 ,5} denotes the

number of surface reflections and c denotes a reflection from the core-mantle
boundary (see Figure 2.4). The reason for focusing on SH phases is that they are not
theoretically coupled to compressional seismic waves (P-waves). Therefore, SH
phases are often clearly visible on the tangential component of the seismogram
without significant P-wave interference. Additionally, SH energy is reflected from
the core-mantle boundary without transmitting noteworthy energy into the Earth’s
outer core making them easily detectable (therefore measurable) at the surface. See
Figure 2.5 for an example.
Horizontally-polarized depth phases including all surface multiples (sSn, sScSn)
were also measured for earthquakes deep enough to have phase separation from the
direct arrival (greater than about 70km depth). The energy associated with these
phases initially travels upward from the source region to the Earth’s surface where it
is then reflected downward. The significance of these phases is not only do they
sample the region above the source, but they also provide a means for locating the
depth of the earthquake. See the following section for more discussion on this topic.
In addition to the teleseismic SH phases, the data set also contains the teleseismic
phases: SKS and SKKS. SKS waves are vertically-polarized phases (SV; material
displacement in the plane of the wave propagation direction) that travel through the
mantle as S-waves, convert to P-waves in the outer core and return to the surface as
S-wave energy. SKKS waves are similar to SKS waves except that they are reflected
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off the core-mantle boundary from below (Figure 2.4). These phases are detectable at
long distances (greater than about 85 arc degrees) and travel nearly vertically through
the mantle thereby providing sampling directly below earthquake zones and seismic
stations down to the core-mantle boundary. The initial data set (provided by Steve
Grand) also includes regional, shallow-turning SH phases and surface-reflected
multiples that are triplicated due to sharp velocity increases associated with upper
mantle phase transformations (Grand 1994). The importance of these complex
shallow phases is increased lateral resolution of strongly-varying upper mantle
structures that teleseismic body waves do not readily provide due to the general
sparseness of station locations. The following sections outline the travel time
measurement and inversion techniques used in this study.
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Figure 2.4 Ray paths (top) and travel times (bottom) for some of the teleseismic
phases considered. These include direct SH waves (S), surface reflected multiples
(i.e. SS) and waves converted to compressional (P) waves within the outer core (SKS
and SKKS). Other phases including waves turning in the upper mantle and depth
phases are not shown.
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sS
sScS

SS

ScS2
sSS sSSS
sScS2
SSS

ScS3 sScS3

ScS4

Distance (degrees)

S
ScS

Seconds
Figure 2.5 Data recorded at the Kaapvaal array in southern Africa (tangential
component) after a 600-km deep earthquake occurred along the Peru-Bolivia border.
The data are aligned with the S wave and the colored curves correspond to expected
travel times based on the starting 1-D velocity model. Notice that many shear-wave
multiples can easily be detected such as SS and ScS3. Measuring these multiples
gives much better global coverage than simply using simpler phases such as S and
ScS.
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2.4 Travel time measurement

All deep earthquakes and mid-ocean ridge events occurring between April 20,
1997 and July 1, 1999 were examined (see Section 2.2). The data were initially
decimated to 5 samples per second and rotated into radial and tangential components.
The data were then band pass filtered to 0.01-0.07 Hz (14-100 second periods).
Expected travel times for all possible measurable shear-wave phases were computed
based upon a starting 1-D velocity model. The starting 1-D model consisted of the
average TNA/SNA (Grand & Helmberger 1984) velocity model in the upper mantle
and the PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) model in the lower mantle (Figure
2.6). Synthetic seismograms were computed using the WKBJ method (Chapman
1978) using the starting model. This synthetic seismogram technique is
computationally efficient and, therefore, was used to generate synthetic waveforms
for S, SS, SKS and SKKS phases for every event-receiver pair. The earthquake
properties including event location, depth, origin time, focal mechanism and source
duration were taken from the Harvard Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) catalog
(http://www.globalcmt.org/). The corresponding instrument response was convolved
with the synthetic solution which was subsequently filtered the same as the data to
allow for direct comparison with the seismogram.
A trapezoidal earthquake time function was determined based on the catalog’s
earthquake duration and trial-and-error by comparing the data and generated
synthetics. For shallow earthquakes (such as mid-ocean ridge events), the earthquake
duration and depth tradeoff due to the effects of the Earth’s free surface. In these
cases, I tried several time functions and source depths to determine the most likely set
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of properties by trial and error. These synthetic solutions were initially crosscorrelated with the actual seismograms. Since the cross-correlation does not always
perfectly align with the onset of the waveforms due to several factors including
imperfect pulse widths, visual alignment in the time domain was used as needed (see
Figure 2.7 for some examples). These time shifts (travel time residuals) are the
difference between the predicted and actual travel time and act as the data to be
inverted. Each measurement was given a numerical grade (integers 1-5) based on my
confidence level (1 = poor, 5 = excellent) to form a basis for weighting the data in the
inversion.
For earthquakes that had high signal-to-noise, I also generated full waveform
synthetics using the reflectivity method (Fuchs & Muller 1971) considering only the
tangential component of the seismogram (SH phases). The reflectivity method is a
synthetic technique that generates full seismograms based on the principle of
transmission and reflection recurrence relations for a layered Earth model. The
reflectivity technique is computationally expensive. Therefore, reflectivity synthetics
were computed only for earthquakes that generated numerous measurable complex
phases (i.e. depth phases and additional surface-reflected multiples). The inputs were
the same as those used to generate the WKBJ synthetics and the measurement process
was very similar as well. To assure that the relative timing between the WKBJ and
reflectivity synthetics was the same, I aligned the primary SH waveforms generated
using each technique (either S or SS). I then directly compared the reflectivity
synthetics to the tangential seismograms to identify potentially measurable phases.
After identifying these phases and determining if there was interference with other
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phases, I simply time shifted the reflectivity synthetics until alignment with the data
was achieved (see Figure 2.8 for example data and reflectivity synthetic). The
residuals (time shifts) were stored along with phase identification tags within the
corresponding structured array data files. Just as with the primary phases, each
measurement was also given a numerical confidence grade (integers 1-5). Table 2.2
summarizes the measured travel time residuals and Figure 2.9 illustrates the sampling
coverage at selected depths.

Table 2.2 Measured seismic phases
Phase
ID

Added
Measurements

Total
Measurements

S
SS
SSS
SSSS
SSSSS
SSSSSS
sS
sSS
sSSS
sSSSS
ScS
ScS2
ScS3
sScS
sScS2
sScS3
SKS
SKKS
TOTAL

4,810
5,122
538
67
0
0
1,375
914
70
8
919
796
119
277
175
2
2,120
1,214
18,526

17,140
13,668
2,341
1,008
108
1
1,465
938
70
8
2,006
887
202
277
175
2
4,049
1,890
46,235
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Figure 2.6 Starting shear-wave velocity model in the mantle (blue). The red curve is
the PREM velocity model (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981). The blue curve is the
same as PREM in the lower mantle and an average of TNA/SNA (Grand &
Helmberger 1984).
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a

b

c

d

Time (seconds)
Figure 2.7 Example of WKBJ synthetic fits of S, SS, SKS and SKKS waveforms for a
deep earthquake occurring beneath South America. (a) S-wave fit for South African
station SA07. (b) SS-waveform fit for Russian station YSS. (c) SKS waveform fit for
the Norwegian station KBS. (d) SKKS waveform fit for the Kyrgyzstan station AAK.
The second SKKS arrival depicted here is the wrap-around phase (SKKS traveling
>180°). (a) and (b) are the tangential components of the seismogram; (c) and (d) are
the radial components.
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Figure 2.8 Example reflectivity synthetic comparison. The earthquake occurred 600
km beneath the Peru-Bolivia border and recorded at a station in the Kaapvaal array in
South Africa. The reflectivity synthetics were simply shifted in time until a visual
match was achieved for each detectable phase. The amount of shifting gives the
travel time residual for that particular phase. The direct S, surface reflected SS and
depth phase are easily measured. However, sSS and SSS interfere at this particular
distance (82°).
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Figure 2.9 Shear-wave data sampling coverage at selected depth ranges. Notice the
relatively poor sampling in the southern hemisphere and the coverage irregularity in
the upper mantle. Coverage is more regular with depth due to ray paths spreading out
from stations and earthquakes. (continued on the next page)
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Figure 2.9 (continued) Coverage is most regular in the shallow and middle lower
mantle since many measured waves turn within this depth range.
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2.5 Travel time corrections

The predicted travel times were calculated assuming a spherically-symmetric
Earth. Therefore, the data were corrected for the ellipticity of the Earth following
Dziewonski & Gilbert (1976). In addition, all residuals contain signal from variations
of crustal thickness, ice cap thickness and surface elevation. To remove these signals,
I corrected the travel time residuals for variations of crustal thickness based on the
global crust model provided by Mooney et al. (1998). Corrections for elevation were
also applied based upon the ETOPO5 model developed by NOAA. To make these
corrections we must consider crustal thicknesses and elevations near the source
region, near any surface reflection points (bounce points) as well as the region near
the recording instrument. A corrected travel time residual can be written in the
general form:

rcorrected = rmeasured + t source +

n

tibounce + t station

(2.6)

i =1

where source, bounce and station are the earthquake region, bounce point region and
the recording station region respectively. The integer n is the number of surface
reflections for the seismic phase considered. Each of the correction terms (e.g.
t source ) contain time corrections for regional elevation, crustal thickness, and ice

layer thickness if any exists. The correction terms can be written in the general form:

t = t elevation + tthickness + tice = H

elevation

+T

35

thickness

+I

ice

(2.7)

where H, T and I are the effective elevation, crustal thickness and ice layer thickness,
respectively. The

terms are the differential vertical slownesses:

elevation

=

1
v02

p2

thickness

=

1
vc2

p2

ice

=

1
v02

p2

1
vm2
1
2
vice

p2

(2.8)

p2

In Equation 2.8, p is the ray parameter, v0 is the shallow crust velocity (3.2 km/s), vc
is the deep crustal velocity (3.7 km/s), v m is the shallow mantle velocity (4.6 km/s),
and vice is the shear-wave velocity of ice (1.9 km/s). The H, T and I terms near the
source depend on the seismic phase considered, the earthquake depth and crustal
thickness relative to the starting model thickness. Therefore, these terms must be
determined on a case-by-case basis for all recorded travel time residuals (Figure
2.10). In many cases, these corrections are small compared to the amplitude of the
residuals. However, in cases such as surface reflections under the ocean layer, these
correction amplitudes could be larger than the recorded residual travel time. Using
the variable definitions described in Figure 2.10, the terms near the seismic station are
simply H = Elev and T = (35 Th ) . These values are multiplied by a factor of two
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for bounce point corrections. The ice layer correction term (I) is simply the ice layer
thickness near the source and station and doubled for bounce points.

Figure 2.10 Source-side correction term scenarios (see text).
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2.6 Earthquake relocation
Slight mislocation of earthquake hypocenters may present a significant bias in the
calculated residual travel times. Therefore, we must attempt to remove this bias prior
to inverting for seismic structure by adjusting the location and origin time of each of
the earthquakes considered. We begin with the initial event locations (determined by
the Harvard CMT project) as well as the travel time residuals of an assortment of
seismic phases recorded at globally-distributed stations. The general description of
the forward model can be found in many texts including Spakman & Nolet (1988) and
Lay & Wallace (1995), however a more complete description including weighting
issues is provided in this section.
The forward problem consists of a combination of travel time corrections for
relocating a hypocenter in origin time, depth, latitude and longitude. The total
predicted change in travel time for a single phase due to a small perturbation of
location can be written as:

dT P =

T
T
T
T
dt0 +
dz +
d +
d
to
z

(2.9)

where dt 0 is the change in earthquake origin time (seconds), dz is the change in depth
(km), d is the change in colatitude (radians), and d is the change in longitude of the
hypocenter (radians). Since dT P and dt 0 are directly related, the first derivative term
simply becomes:
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T
=1
t0

(2.10)

The travel time change with origin depth can be related to the vertical slowness,

in

the following manner:

T
z

=
down

=

cos i
=
v(r )

(r

2

/ v2

p2

)

1/ 2

r

(2.11)

where i is the angle of incidence near the source, r is radius to initial hypocenter, v(r)
is the shear-wave velocity near the source and p is spherical ray parameter defined by:

p=

r sin i
v (r )

(2.12)

The subscript, down, in Equation 2.11 denotes a down-going wave (such as S and
ScS, etc.). Since the total ray path length is shortened with depth for a down-going
wave, the predicted travel time will be lessened with increased depth. Therefore, a
negative sign is used for this expression. However, for up-going waves (such as the
depth phases sS and sScS), the total travel time increases with increasing source depth
giving:
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T
z

(r
=

2

p2 )

1/ 2

/ v2

up

(2.13)

r

For a perturbation of colatitude by d radians, the earthquake hypocenter is adjusted
by rd

kilometers and the seismic ray path is lengthened according to:

dL = rd cos sin i

where

(2.14)

is the azimuth of the vector connecting the original hypocenter to the seismic

station considered. Translating Equation 2.14 to differential travel time gives the
relationship:

T

=

r cos sin i
= p cos
v(r )

(2.15)

where, again, v(r) is the seismic velocity near the initial earthquake origin. The
perturbation of travel time with a change in longitude is a similar expression with an
adjustment with starting latitude:

T

= p sin sin

(2.16)
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These derivatives can be computed for each of the m phases originating from a single
earthquake and collected into a sensitivity matrix:

1

.
D=
.
1

T
z
.
.
T
z

T
1

T
1

.
.
T
m

1

.
.
T
m

(2.17)

m

where each row is a set of derivatives for each computed travel time. The sign
difference between the up- and down-going seismic phases on the depth derivative
term should be kept in mind when generating D (Equations 2.11 versus 2.13). The
differential timing and hypocenter vector, h , can be defined as the following:

dt0
dz
h=
d
d

(2.18)

We can now write the linear system:

v
TP =D h

(2.19)
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v
The vector T P is the change in predicted travel time for each of the phases of

interest with a small perturbation in origin time and location of the earthquake. The
new origin time and position can be updated in terms of a truncated Taylor’s series
expansion:

h = h0 + h

(2.20)

where h 0 is the initial hypocenter origin. The predicted travel time can be updated in
a similar manner:

v
v
T p (h ) = T p (h 0 ) + D h

(2.21)

We now need to express the affect that this predicted time will have on the calculated
residual travel times. The calculated residuals can be expressed as the difference of
time between the observed travel times and the predicted times:

v
v
v
T (h 0 ) = T o T p (h 0 )

(2.22)

v
where T o is a vector of the observed travel times for an individual earthquake and
v
T p (h 0 ) are the predicted travel times based on the initial earthquake location and

origin time. Combining these last two equations, an expression for the updated
residual travel time can be obtained:
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v
v
v
v
T (h ) = T o T p (h ) = T o

[Tv (h ) + D h] = Tv(h )
p

0

0

D h

(2.23)

Assuming that the residual travel times are non-zero because of mislocation of the
hypocenter, the earthquake origin time and location should be adjusted such that all
v
travel time residuals are equal to zero ( T (h ) = 0 ). This leads to the system of

equations:

v
T (h 0 ) = D h

(2.24)

which can be solved for the differential hypocenter time and location h . Equation
2.24 is a linear approximation to a non-linear problem since D is a function of
earthquake location. I found, however, only one iteration is necessary to achieve
convergence with the data. In other words, the system can be treated as linear
without iterative updates of the location and residual travel times. I chose to use a
weighted and damped least squares approach to solve the system in Equation 2.24.
The objective function contains a weighted data error term as well as a damped
and weighted model term:

! = Ew + " 2 Lw
v
v
Ew = ( T D h )T Wd ( T D h )

Lw = ( h

h prior )T Wm ( h

(2.25)

h prior )
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Ew represents the weighted data error and Lw is the model length and " is an arbitrary
damping factor. Wd and Wm are data and model weighting matrices respectively, and
h prior is the prior differential location. In this case, there is no previous differential

location, and therefore we set h prior = 0 . The optimum value for h is one such that
the objective function is minimized. To find the minimum, a derivative is evaluated
and set to zero:

v
!
= 0 = DT Wd T + DT Wd D + " 2 Wm h
( h)

(

)

(2.26)

Equation 2.26 leads to a solution for earthquake relocation vector which can be
solved directly after matrix inversion:

[

h = D T Wd D + " 2 Wm

]

1

v
DT Wd T

(2.27)

The data weighting matrix, Wd, was constructed with a combination of the data
grading weights and azimuthal weights to prevent possible directional bias. Recall
that each of the recorded residuals was given a numeric grade (integers 1-5) based on
my confidence of the particular fit to the synthetic data. Collectively, these
confidence grades are represented by the vector g w .
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In a lot of instances, the collection of residuals for a particular earthquake are from
tight groupings of stations such as from the array of 50+ instruments in southern
Africa and others. If recordings from all azimuths were weighted equally, the data
from station groups would dominate the relocation and present bias in the solutions.
To counteract this effect, the data were binned by 5° azimuthal and arc distance
increments about the earthquakes and the total number of rays in each bin were
determined (Nbin). An azimuthal weight of 1/ Nbin was given to each data point in the
corresponding bins and collected into a vector a w .
In addition to the data confidence and azimuthal weighting, other types of data
weights were applied. Residual travel times recorded for a single earthquake often
have a large value range, especially for events producing multiple bouncing phases
such as SSSS which could have residuals on the order of minutes rather than a few
seconds. In such cases, the relocation would be biased to minimize the highest
residuals while essentially ignoring phases with minimal travel time residuals.
Therefore, two additional weighting factors were introduced: residual amplitude
weighting (tw) and number of bounce points weighting (bw). The residual amplitude
weighting assignments were as follows:
0 ' residual < 3s $ t w = 1
3 ' residual < 6 s $ t w = 0.8
6 ' residual < 9 s $ t w = 0.6
9 ' residual < 12 s $ t w = 0.4
12 ' residual < 15s $ t w = 0.2
residual > 15s $ t w = 0
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The surface reflected phases (bouncing phases) are less reliable for relocating
earthquakes since these phases are affected by strong near-surface heterogeneities at
every bounce point thereby obscuring the signal associated with event mislocation.
Therefore, the bounce point weighting (bw) was introduced and defined by 1/(number
of bounces) so that SS waves would be weighted by 0.5, SSS would be weighted by
0.3 and so forth. The initial surface reflection associated with the depth phases (i.e.
sS and sSS etc.) was not considered a bounce in this weighting scheme given the
importance of these phases in constraining the depth of deep earthquakes.
The total data weights are the cumulative product of all of the described weighting
terms and, therefore, the total data weight for the i-th data point can be determined as
follows:

w i = g w ,i × a w ,i × t w ,i × b w ,i

(2.28)

and the data weighting matrix can be constructed by placing the weighting values
along the diagonal:

Wd = diag (w )

(2.29)

The model weighting matrix, Wm, controls how much an earthquake can move
from the initial position. Since h = [dt0

dz d

d

]T contains a time term in

seconds, a depth term in kilometers and surface position in radians, each parameter
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must have different weighting values so that they have an equal effect when
measuring model length (see Equation 2.25). Similar to the data weighting matrix
development, I chose to first define a 4-element weighting vector ( v w ). The third
weighting term ( v w ,3 ) is associated with colatitude change in radians and was set to a
value of 1. The 4th term (corresponding to change of longitude in radians), was scaled
according to the source latitude since a particular latitude change is larger (in actual
distance) than the same change in longitude. Therefore the weighting term for the
longitude parameter was set to v w ,4 = v w ,3sin

so that it would be allowed the same

freedom to vary as the latitude term. The 2nd model parameter term is earthquake
depth in kilometers and was set to v w ,2 = v w ,3 /6371 since 1 radian along the surface of
the Earth is equal to 6371 kilometers (the radius of the Earth). This allows the
dz term to vary by 6371 times the latitude change in radians. Note that without the

calculation of depth phase travel times (i.e. sS, sScS, etc.), we do not have depth
control since source depth trades off strongly with origin time. Therefore, for shallow
events or deep events without depth phases, v w ,2 was given an arbitrarily large value
to prevent depth relocation. The 1st weighting term corresponds to the change in
origin time and was set to v w ,1 = v w ,3 /1000 based on experimenting with several test
cases. Placing these weights into the diagonal components of the model weighting
matrix gives:
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1 / 1000
0
0
1 / 6371
Wm = diag (v w ) =
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0 sin

(2.30)

Up until this point, is has been presumed that the optimum earthquake location and
origin time are such that the sum of the travel time residuals is equal to zero. We
know that this may not be the true solution since all phases leaving a hypocenter
could be either fast (such as from earthquakes originating in subduction zones) or
slow (such as earthquakes originating at mid-ocean ridges). In tomographic
inversion, we often don’t know what the tradeoff should be, since the Earth’s seismic
structure is what we are trying to determine. One way to address this issue is to use
an independently-derived 3-D seismic model and remove the predicted signals from
v
the calculated residuals ( T ). An alternative approach is to account for the local

tectonic regime by redefining the residuals in Equation 2.22:

v
v
T* = T )

(2.31)

where ) is the expected average residual due to local structure. For example, an
event occurring within a subduction zone may be assigned a bias ) = 1 second since
it is expected that all rays leaving the source are fast relative to the starting model.
This procedure is used at specific stages of model development fully described in the
following sections.
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2.7 Forward model and parameterization
As described in Section 2.1, the general forward model can be expressed as
Lm = r which is a simple linear system of equations. L is the Fréchet kernel matrix

(ray path lengths) and r is a vector containing all residual travel times
(measurements). The vector m is the differential seismic slowness model to be
determined. To develop the system of equations, the mantle was broken into 21 depth
layers that range in thickness varying from 75 to 150 km plus an additional layer at
the base of the mantle that is 240 km thick (roughly corresponding to the D’’ layer).
Each depth layer was broken into blocks that are ca. 275 km X 275 km in lateral
dimension. The parameterized model also includes two depth layers in the outer
core. The first core layer consists of the upper 200 km of the outer core and the final
layer represents the remainder of the outer core (deeper than 200 km). In total, the
mantle and outer core are represented by 24 depth layers and 99,148 parameterized
blocks.
The L matrix is ill-conditioned since some blocks are heavily sampled by crossing
ray paths (over determined) and other blocks are only lightly sampled (under
determined) creating a mixed determined system of equations. Therefore,
regularization is a necessity. Regularization includes both smoothing and damping
parameters designed to find the smoothest solution that fits the data with the least
amount of heterogeneity. To generate a smoothing operator, I designed custom
block-by-block filters described in Figure 2.11. Each filter (1 per block) has 21
weighting factors acting to smooth the model in the lateral and vertical directions.
The filters were combined into a matrix SR (1 filter per row). Model damping can be
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achieved by a simple diagonal matrix (99,148 X 99,148 elements) containing the
damping weights. However, given the highly irregular sampling coverage, I chose to
develop a customized damping matrix that acts to dampen poorly sampled regions
more than highly sampled regions in order to reduce variations in unconstrained
model blocks. Taking the sum of all ray path lengths in each block, Lsum, I assigned
damping values d=100/log10[Lsum+10] for each model parameter. Although this style
of damping is arbitrary, testing showed that regions with lesser sampling were
reduced in amplitude without strongly affecting the data fit. The damping matrix will
be denoted as DR in the following discussion.
The system of equations described in Equation 2.5 can be expanded to include the
smoothing and damping constraints:

L

r

+S S R m = 0
DR

(2.32)

0

Where L, m and r are the Fréchet kernel matrix, slowness model vector, and travel
time residuals, respectively as in Equation 2.5. SR and DR are the smoothing and
damping operators described in the text. The scalar value +S is the smoothing weight
that, when increased, results in smoother solutions. Equation 2.32 describes the final
forward model to be solved for m using the inversion scheme discussed in the
following section.
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Figure 2.11 Schematic illustration of the 21-point smoothing filter weights. On the
left is a map view of the lateral filter weights about a central model block (red). The
nearest neighboring block weights (black) are highest and drop by a factor of ~4
beyond the nearest neighbors (green). On the right side are the filtering weights in
the vertical dimension. The nearest vertical blocks only contribute about ½ of the
lateral blocks (black) and the adjacent block weights drop by a factor of 3 (green)
providing for only light vertical smoothing relative to lateral smoothing.
2.8 Inversion process

The linear system of equations (Equation 2.32) can be solved for m using the
iterative LSQR technique which is designed to efficiently deal with large, sparse
systems of equations (Paige & Saunders 1982). The LSQR algorithm is very efficient
and bypasses the need to calculate normal equations or directly invert a large and
sparse matrix. Appendix A describes the iterative LSQR algorithm. However, rather
than solving the linear system outright, we must consider other modeling issues.
These issues include the fact that the velocity heterogeneity is far stronger in the
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shallow upper mantle than the deeper mantle. See Megnin & Romanowicz (2000) for
a depth-dependent spectral heterogeneity map. The anomalous features in the upper
mantle including the cratonic and mid-ocean ridge signatures could be smeared to
deeper depths thus creating artifacts if the data are not properly modeled. In addition,
the supposed optimum location and timing of the earthquakes depend on the
heterogeneity model itself (a circular problem).
To address these issues, I solved for mantle heterogeneity in a stepwise fashion
with subsequent earthquake relocations after each inversion step. The initial step was
to relocate the earthquakes using the surface wave model developed by Shapiro &

Ritzwoller (2002) as a proxy for shear-wave velocity heterogeneity in the upper 250
km of the mantle. If we define the surface wave model as m surf and the corrected
travel time residuals r0 , we can calculate the reduced residuals by:

r0* = r0 Lm surf

(2.33)

where L is the seismic ray path length matrix just as before. Essentially, r0* is a
vector of travel time residuals that have been “stripped” of the signal produced by the
heterogeneity defined by the surface wave model ( Lm surf ). The earthquake
relocation procedure was then performed on this reduced signal to minimize r0* .
Next, I solved for a velocity model assuming that all residual travel times were
produced by heterogeneity in the upper 175 km (the first 2 model layers). This
process is known as signal squeezing and is achieved by simply giving very high
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damping weights to the model parameters associated with the deeper layers. The
earthquakes were then relocated (again) using the new model in a similar manner as
the surface wave model. The exception is that a -0.5 second relocation bias ( ) ) was
given to subduction earthquakes occurring deeper than 175 km. The purpose for this
is that the new model is null below 175 km and we know that all seismic phases
leaving a subduction zone should be fast since subducted slabs are presumably low
temperature relative to ambient mantle (see Section 2.6 and Equation 2.31 for further
explanation).
Using the newly-relocated residual travel times, the process was repeated
considering an expanded depth range of 0 to 325 km. In this case, the model
produced in the preceding step was used as a starting model (but not fixed) for the
inversion scheme and the residuals were relocated with a -0.5 second bias ( ) ) for
earthquakes occurring deeper than 325 km. This process was repeated for 0-650 km
depth and the D’’ layer (deepest mantle model layer) where independent studies have
found significant heterogeneity (see Loper & Lay 1995; Lay et al. 1998; Helmberger

et al. 2000; Ni & Helmberger 2001a,b). The final inversion steps allowed the entire
mantle model space to vary followed by earthquake relocations until the inversion
converged. See the flowchart in Figure 2.12 for a summary of the modeling steps.
In order to find an optimal level of smoothing, I performed the inversion process
assuming a spectrum of +S values (smoothing weights). I then evaluated the tradeoff
of data misfit with model complexity (roughness) using the standard L-curve analysis
(e.g. Hansen 1992). This was done by first defining the travel time data misfit as the
2-norm of the data error vector:
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E , Lm r

(2.34)

2

where r is the crust and topography corrected travel time residuals also adjusted for
the final earthquake locations and origin times. L is the seismic ray path length matrix
and m is the final whole-mantle heterogeneity model. A relative measure of model
complexity (sometimes called roughness) can be estimated by calculating the 2-norm
of the regularized model solution:

C , S Rm

(2.35)

2

Comparison of these two measurements (E and C) produces a tradeoff curve that
forms a corner in the region corresponding to the optimal smoothness parameter, +S
(Figure 2.13). From the tradeoff curve, we find that the model generated using

+S = 1800 is the optimum solution. The optimum slowness model provides for a
93.5% variance reduction fit to the travel time residuals. It should be noted that the
LSQR inversion procedure is iterative. To determine the appropriate number of
LSQR iterations, I performed the modeling procedure with a range of total inversion
iterations. The actual number of iterations chosen followed a power of two pattern
from 2 to 256 (i.e. 2,4,8,16,....,256). A total of 128 iterations was selected since
further convergence was negligible beyond this number of iterations (Figure 2.13).
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To examine the resolution of the model, single-layer synthetic heterogeneity
models were generated. The test models consist of ca. 5 X 5 arc-degree blocks with
alternating velocity perturbations of ±1%. This is similar to checkerboard resolution
testing; however, the synthetic models are not perfect checkerboards due to the
staggered nature of the model blocks. Taking the ray path lengths from the actual
data set (L), synthetic travel time residuals were calculated assuming the synthetic
heterogeneity model:

b synthetic = Lm synthetic

(2.36)

A velocity model was then found using the same inversion process used to generate
the actual model. The synthetic and recovered models in selected depth layers are
illustrated in Figure 2.14 and a complete set of resolution tests is presented in
Appendix B. For each model layer, the input and output models were cross correlated
and these coefficients are noted next to the synthetic model illustrations. In addition,
the amplitude recovery levels, defined by the ratio of the RMS amplitudes of the
input and output models, are similarly noted in the figures. The correlation
coefficients range from 0.59 to 0.90 and are greater than ~0.70 for most depth layers.
The amplitude recoveries range from 53 to 87% and are typically greater than 70%
for the non-smoothed solutions and >60% when smoothing is incorporated. The most
poorly resolved regions are generally in the southern hemisphere due to the
sparseness of seismic stations there. This is most notable beneath the southern Pacific
and Indian oceans from 175 to 525 km depth. The best resolved regions are beneath
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the Americas and most of Europe and Asia due to the relative high degree of
sampling in these locations. These resolution tests give a sense of the portions of the
actual model to trust and the level of detail to consider in particular regions. Figure
2.15 is a plot of the RMS amplitudes as a function of depth for each test case. The
illustration gives a general sense of how signal might be smeared (or leaked) into
other depth zones.
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Pre-process data: Import,
Synchronize, Decimate, Filter,
Calculate WKBJ synthetics for S,
SS, SKS, SKKS (EQ properties
defined by Harvard CMT)
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?

Determine EQ time function and
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SKKS travel time
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Calculate SH reflectivity
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Correct for crustal thickness and
surface elevation near the source,
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(null starting model)
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m1 and -0.5 sec bias for
EQs >175km depth

Invert for velocity model in
upper 325km => m2
(m1 starting model)

Relocate EQs assuming
m2 and -0.5 sec bias for
EQs >325km depth

Invert for velocity model in
upper 650km + D’’ => m3
(m2 starting model)

Relocate EQs assuming
m3 with no bias

Invert for velocity model in
entire mantle => m4
(m3 starting model)

Relocate EQs assuming
m4 with no bias

Invert for velocity model in
entire mantle => m5
(m4 starting model)

Relocate EQs assuming
m5 with no bias

Invert for velocity model in
entire mantle => m6
(m5 starting model)

Final model = m6

Figure 2.12 Data processing and modeling flowchart.
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Figure 2.13 Model complexity (C) versus data error (E) for a range of smoothing
weights (top panel). See text for definitions of C and E. The models corresponding
to the “Smooth”, “Optimum” and “Rough” points are illustrated in Appendix C.
Variance reduction fit as a function of LSQR iterations (bottom panel). There are
only small improvements in data fit beyond 128 iterations.
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Figure 2.14 Resolution tests for two depth layers. The left column contains the
synthetic model (top) and recovered models without smoothing constraints (middle)
and with smoothing constraints (bottom) for the depth layer 100-175 km. The
correlation between the synthetic and recovered models as well as the RMS amplitude
recoveries are noted next to the models (“CC” and “AR” respectively). The right
column is similar for the depth layer 325-400 km. See Appendix B for the complete set
of resolution tests. (continued on the next page)
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Figure 2.14 (continued) The left column contains the synthetic model (top) and
recovered models without smoothing constraints (middle) and with smoothing
constraints (bottom) for the depth layer 525-650 km. The right column is similar for
the depth layer 1300-1450 km.
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Figure 2.14 (continued) The left column contains the synthetic model (top) and
recovered models without smoothing constraints (middle) and with smoothing
constraints (bottom) for the depth layer 1750-1900 km. The right column is similar for
the D’’ layer (2650 km to the CMB).
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Figure 2.15 RMS velocities within each depth layer for each of the synthetic tests.
This gives a general view of how signal may be vertically distributed in the actual
model. For example, placing anomalies only within the top layer (layer #1) results in
some heterogeneity leaking into the layer below as determined by the inversion
procedure. However, the iterative inversion procedure prevents further leakage into
deeper layers. The amplitude distribution for test layer #5 reveals significant leakage
above and below which may account for some of the apparent deep extensions of the
cratonic roots as well as other features including the East African Rift Zone.
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2.9 Results and conclusions

Selected depth slices of the optimum model are displayed in Figure 2.16 and the
complete model is displayed in Appendix C. In the shallow upper mantle (0 to 250
km depth), the model is highly correlated to tectonic provinces. Specifically, the
velocity heterogeneity is dominated by fast (blue) anomalies beneath continental
cratons. Beneath some continents, the cratonic signatures appear to extend to ~400
km depth (such as beneath Australia, Africa, and limited parts of eastern
Europe/western Russia). These deeper signatures beneath the continents may be
indicating a downward conductive cooling effect of the overlying cratons or may be
products of vertical streaking due to the ray path geometries. It should also be noted
that the fast anomalies ~400 km beneath Australia lie within a region with very
limited seismic control based on the resolution tests (see Figure 2.14 and Appendix
B). Therefore, the actual depth extent of the cratonic signatures beneath Australia is
unconstrained by our data.
Aside from the fast anomalies associated with cratonic roots, slow (red) regions
corresponding to mid-oceanic ridges are clearly visible in the upper 175 km of the
mantle. These signatures are most notable along the East Pacific Rise in the eastern
Pacific Ocean which is marked by velocity reductions in excess of 6%. This
divergent boundary is also the fastest current spreading center on Earth. Overall,
there is a direct correlation of seafloor age with seismic velocity suggesting that the
velocity heterogeneity is directly mapping the temperature of the oceanic lithosphere.
Another shallow mantle low-velocity feature is located within the East African Rift
Zone (EARZ) in Ethiopia and Kenya. The rift is marked by a mostly north-south
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trending low-velocity lineation that is detected throughout the entire vertical span of
the upper mantle (down to ~650 km depth). Because of the vertical nature of many of
the ray paths, it is possible that the deep upper mantle heterogeneities in the EARZ
are artifacts due to smearing of the strong velocity heterogeneity from shallower
depths. In addition to the strong velocity heterogeneity near the surface, there exists a
collection of large-scale low-velocity structures in the lower mantle beneath much of
the African continent. These deep mantle anomalies could potentially be smeared
upward into the upper mantle thereby further obscuring the actual velocity
heterogeneity associated with the EARZ.
Near the base of the upper mantle (400-650 km depth), the most prominent
features are high-velocity anomalies along the western Pacific subduction zones.
These anomalous regions are marked by a ~2% velocity increase most notable
beneath Japan, Korea and the Philippines but observable around the entire western
half of the Ring of Fire. Another notable high-velocity feature in the same depth
range is a zone beneath the southern tip of the South American continent. This
anomalous feature extends beneath the Scotia arc region which is also an active
subduction zone. These fast anomalies beneath the western Pacific Ocean and South
America most likely represent subducted slabs atop the upper-lower mantle boundary.
It is unclear whether the upper-lower mantle boundary permanently hinders slabs
from penetrating into the lower mantle. This remains an unresolved fundamental
issue and more discussion on this topic can be found in Chapter 3.
In the upper/middle of the lower mantle, two types of anomalous features are
observed. First, a very slow (red) zone is detected beneath the southern African
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continent. This feature (marked by ~2% velocity reduction) is an upward extension
of a broad and very slow anomaly lying near the base of the mantle known as the
African superplume. This upward extension may be indicative of vertical flow
through the mantle which may be responsible for the uplift of the southern African
continent (Lithgow-Bertelloni & Silver 1998; Gurnis et al. 2000). There is more
discussion and analysis of this important feature in Chapter 4.
Also at mid-mantle depths, there are linear high-velocity structures beneath the
Americas and India most notable between 1000 and 1750 km depths. The fast zones
beneath eastern North America are vertically-oriented sheets that correlate well with
the expected locations of the subducted Farallon slab which subducted beneath
western North America during the Cretaceous period (Grand 1994; Grand et al.
1997). Note that the resolution tests demonstrate that this feature lies within a highly
resolvable zone (Figure 2.14 and Appendix B). Similarly, the fast anomaly centered
deep beneath India has been associated with the consumed Tethys slab (Grand et al.
1997; van der Hilst et al. 1997). The subduction of the Tethys slab occurred during
the closing of the Tethys Sea in the same general time period that the Farallon slab
was presumably consumed. The Tethys anomaly appears more dispersed than the
Farallon anomaly possibly owing to the lower degree of resolution beneath India
rather than differences in the subduction process between the two areas. Similar midmantle features are not detected beneath other subduction zones including along the
north-western Pacific Ocean where the fast anomalies only persist down to the base
of the upper mantle.
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Near the base of the mantle, very large-scale low-velocity anomalies centered
beneath the central Pacific Ocean and the southern African continent dominate the
heterogeneity. These features are commonly referred to as the Pacific and African
superplumes, respectively. The superplume anomalies are known to possess complex
seismic characteristics (e.g. Ritsema et al. 1998, 1999; Ishii & Tromp 1999; Masters

et al. 2000; Ni et al. 2002, 2005; Ni & Helmberger 2003a,b). In particular, studies
have concluded that the center of the structures may in fact be denser than the
surrounding mantle contradicting what is expected assuming seismic anomalies are
due to variations in temperature. In addition, it is believed that portions of these
structures have very sharp edges clearly indicating at least a partial chemical origin.
Therefore, these structures have been deemed thermochemical plumes and numerical
flow models with an intrinsically-dense basal layer have supported this argument
(Tackley 2002; McNamara & Zhong 2005).
The zones outside of the superplumes are generally fast and correspond to regions
where subduction has occurred over the past 100 million years. This observation was
noted by Richards & Engebretson (1992) and is fully supported by the model
produced in the current study. The implication is that subducted slabs eventually
penetrate the entire mantle and eventually pile on the core-mantle boundary
indicating whole-mantle flow without permanent flow boundaries. It has therefore
been argued that the shape and locations of the superplume structures could be
primarily a product of past subduction processes acting to sweep dense material into
piles (McNamara & Zhong 2005; Quéré & Forte 2006). There is more discussion on
these issues in the following chapters.
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In conclusion, a number of features important to the dynamics and evolution of the
Earth have been imaged in my new tomographic model. These include subducted
slabs that are hindered at the upper-lower mantle boundary indicating a boundary to
flow, but it is unclear if hindrance is temporary or permanent. Features that suggest
that the slabs eventually penetrate into the lower mantle have also been detected
including the Farallon and Tethys slabs. If the interpretations are correct, this would
imply that the complete slab hindrance along the western Pacific subduction zones is
a temporary situation. In addition, the heterogeneity at the base of the mantle
strongly supports the idea that slabs eventually do penetrate the entire length of the
mantle and pile upon the core-mantle boundary. This subduction process may sweep
intrinsically-dense material into piles known as the superplume structures which may
be linked to some hotspots observed at the surface (Thorne et al. 2004). However,
the connection of hotspots to the proposed superplume piles has not been fully
established. The following chapters are focused on addressing these issues more
completely by including several geodynamic observations.
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Figure 2.16 The final shear-wave velocity model at selected depths. See text for
discussion and Appendix C for the complete model. (continued on the next page)
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Figure 2.16 (continued)
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Figure 2.16 (continued)
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Chapter 3
Constraining Mantle Flow with Seismic and
Geodynamic Data
3.1 Abstract

Understanding the style of convective flow occurring in the mantle is essential to
understand the thermal and chemical evolution of Earth's interior as well as the forces
driving plate tectonics. Models of mantle convection based on three-dimensional (3D) seismic tomographic reconstructions have the potential to provide the most direct
constraints on mantle flow. Seismic imaging of deep Earth structure has made great
advances in recent years; however it has not been possible to reach a consensus on the
nature of convection in the mantle. Models of mantle flow based on tomography
results have yielded variable conclusions largely because of the inherent nonuniqueness and differing degrees of resolution of seismic tomography models as well
as the difficulty in determining flow directly from seismic images. Here we address
this difficulty by simultaneously inverting global seismic and convection-related data
sets. The seismic data consist of globally distributed shear body wave travel times
including multi-bounce S-waves, shallow-turning triplicated phases, as well as core
reflections and phases traversing the core (SKS and SKKS). Convection-related
datasets include global free air gravity, tectonic plate divergence, and excess
ellipticity of the core-mantle boundary. In addition, the convection-related constraint
on dynamic surface topography is estimated on the basis of a recent global model of
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crustal heterogeneity. These convection-related observables are related to mantle
density anomalies through instantaneous mantle flow calculations and linked to the
seismic data via optimized density-velocity scaling relationships. Simultaneous
inversion allows us to test various mantle flow hypotheses directly against the
combined seismic and convection data sets, rather than considering flow predictions
based solely on a seismically-derived 3-D mantle model. In this study, we test four
different mantle flow hypotheses, including whole-mantle flow and models with
impenetrable flow boundaries at depths of 670 km, 1200 km, and 1800 km. This
hypothesis testing shows that the combined global seismic and geodynamic data sets
are best reconciled when a whole-mantle flow scenario is considered. Convection
models with restrictive flow boundaries within the lower mantle provide distinctly
poorer fits to these combined data sets providing evidence that the mantle flows
without permanent hindrance at the boundaries considered.

3.2 Introduction

The simplest hypothesized mode of convection is the whole-mantle scenario
where the entire mantle convects as a single layer with continuous vertical mass and
heat transport from the core-mantle boundary (CMB) to the surface. The wholemantle flow scenario does not exclude the presence of phase transitions and viscosity
stratification, which can affect the amplitude and pattern of flow, but, it does exclude
global chemical discontinuities, which act as impermeable flow horizons within the
mantle. Seismic tomographic images of 3-D mantle structure have often been
invoked as primary evidence supporting whole-mantle flow because of the
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association of fast seismic anomalies in the lower mantle with recently subducted
slabs (Grand et al. 1997; Masters et al. 2000). Furthermore, the correlation of highvelocity zones at the base of the mantle with regions of ancient subduction suggests
that plates may descend across the entire mantle and form slab graveyards near the
CMB demonstrating unrestricted flow over long time scales (Richards & Engebretson
1992).
An alternative to whole-mantle flow is layered-flow where it is assumed that
mantle flow is segregated by an internal boundary across which vertical flow is
prohibited. This style of convection implies a mantle that is chemically and thermally
stratified at the boundary. The strongest arguments favoring layered convection have
been mainly based on geochemical considerations. See Hofmann (1997) and Tackley
(2000) for reviews. Purely numerical simulations of phase-change modulated thermal
convection have also indicated that if the Clapeyron slope of the phase change near
670 km depth is sufficiently negative, a layered style of convection would eventually
develop without the need for pure chemical stratification (Machetel & Weber 1991;
Tackley et al.1994; Solheim & Peltier 1994).
Direct evidence for layered convection from seismic tomography and seismicity
mainly rests on observations that, in some regions, subducted tectonic plates appear to
be flattened or perhaps halted near 670 km depth. This suggests that the depth region
around the base of the upper mantle transition zone acts as a convective flow
boundary prohibiting subducting slabs from entering the lower mantle (Zhou &
Clayton 1990). It has thus been proposed that an alternative explanation for the
correlation between the surface location of subduction zones and fast seismic
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anomalies in the lower mantle is thermal coupling across the flow boundary acting to
cool the region just below subducted slabs ( ižková et al. 1999). In addition, there
are concerns that the apparent extensions of seismically-imaged slabs into the lower
mantle are merely artifacts produced by sampling and processing problems within
tomographic techniques thereby discounting the existence of coherent anomalous
features in some regions of the lower mantle (Hamilton 2002).
Alternatives to strict layering between the upper- and lower-mantle have allowed
for a partial flow boundary where mass transport is reduced but not entirely inhibited
near 670 km depth (Thoraval & Machetel 1995; Le Stunff & Ricard 1997; adek &
Fleitout 1999, 2003). Some of these studies have concluded that mass transfer across
the 670 km discontinuity must be reduced by a factor of about 3 in order to match the
long-wavelength geoid observations ( adek & Fleitout 1999, 2003). Such results
have been obtained, however, in the context of mantle flow models in which the plate
velocities are imposed a-priori rather than predicted on the basis of the driving
buoyancy forces in the mantle (Ricard & Vigny 1989; Forte & Peltier 1991). The
latter approach will be employed in the flow modeling presented below.
Although layered convection models have mostly assumed a flow boundary at 670
km depth (either partial or strict), other boundaries to flow have also been proposed in
recent work. Seismic reflection horizons have been detected in some regions of the
lower mantle and they have been invoked as evidence for a flow boundary at those
depths (Kawakatsu & Niu 1994; Niu & Kawakatsu 1997). Furthermore, it has been
suggested that a flow boundary must exist near 920 km depth in order to
simultaneously explain Earth's long-wavelength gravity field and dynamic surface
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topography (Wen & Anderson 1997). Further support for such a flow boundary has
been based on interpretations of tomography models which suggest that subducted
slabs eventually penetrate below 670 km depth but are hindered near 1000 km depth
(Fukao et al. 2001). Other studies have concluded that the lower ~1000 km of the
mantle is chemically-distinct based on a combination of geochemical and seismic
considerations (Kellogg et al. 1999; Van der Hilst & Karason 1999; Trampert et al.
2004). This implies the possible presence of significant barrier to vertical convective
flow which may be located in the depth interval of 1600 to 1800 km.
The controversy surrounding the nature of convective flow in the Earth’s mantle is
due to several factors. In spite of the apparently increasing agreement among
tomography models (Romanowicz 2003), there still exist large enough differences to
allow for varying interpretations of mantle flow. In this regard, it is important to
recognize that seismic tomography models only provide a snapshot of the present-day
3-D mantle structure and, by themselves, provide no direct information on convective
flow in the mantle. Mapping the flow in the mantle requires the introduction of
dynamic models that interpret the seismic anomalies in terms of density anomalies
which are the driving force of mantle flow. Such mantle flow models are subject to
uncertainties arising from imperfect or insufficient mineral physical data required to
derive a scaling relation between seismic and density anomalies (Karato & Karki
2001; Cammarano et al. 2003). Another fundamental uncertainty with using
tomography models to infer mantle flow is that the viscosity of the mantle must be
known. Mantle viscosity is still uncertain but there has been progress through
integrated analyses (Mitrovica & Forte 1997; Panasyuk & Hager 2000; Mitrovica &
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Forte 2004). Hypothesis testing based on the simultaneous inversion of combined
seismic and geodynamic data sets (Forte et al. 1994; Forte & Woodward 1997)
allows us to effectively counter these uncertainties inherent in modeling mantle flow
with any single seismic tomography model. In this paper, we test four end-member
mantle-flow hypotheses: whole-mantle flow and layered flow with boundaries at 670
km, 1200 km and 1800 km depth, respectively. For each flow scenario, we derive
optimum radial seismic velocity-to-density scalings and radial viscosity models by
carrying out inversions of a large and diverse array of convection-related surface data
and post-glacial rebound data. The objective is to directly test the plausibility of each
end-member flow hypothesis against the combined seismic and geodynamic data sets
and provide constraints on the nature of convective flow in the mantle. We do not
directly consider hybrid flow scenarios, but rather attempt to simultaneously reconcile
the seismic and geodynamic data with the simplest possible flow scenarios without a
free parameter limiting mass transport at the boundaries considered.

3.3 Characterizing 3-D mantle structure

Seismic waves traversing the Earth’s interior provide the most direct constraint on
mantle structure and tomographic imaging has made great strides due to increased
amounts of available data and development of techniques (Grand et al. 1997; Van der
Hilst et al. 1997; Masters et al. 2000; Romanowicz 2003; Ritsema et al. 1999;
Karason & Van der Hilst 2000; Megnin & Romanowicz 2000; Gu et al. 2001; Zhao
2001; Grand 2002). However, determination of mantle flow from tomographic
images is limited since the overall shape, depth extent, sharpness and intensity of the
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heterogeneous features are not absolutely resolved in any given tomographic model.
This is due to multiple factors including variations in the type of data used,
approximations in modeling techniques and, perhaps most importantly, the nonuniqueness of the problem due to insufficient data sampling. The addition of more
data to these analyses provides stricter constraints on mantle structure and continually
reduces these affects.
For this study, we use a shear-wave tomography model produced with the general
methodology presented in Chapter 2. However, it should be noted that the seismic
data set used in this chapter precedes that used in the final model presented in Chapter
2. In addition, the velocity model used here is rougher than the “optimum” model as
determined in Chapter 2; thus the level of fit to the dataset is slightly higher. This
shear-wave tomography model (TX2005) provides a 95.7% variance reduction to the
residual travel time data and it serves as a starting model for the joint inversions of
the combined seismic-geodynamic data sets. Selected maps of the TX2005 shearwave velocity model are shown in Figure 3.1. For clarity, the mean velocity
perturbation was removed and velocity scales vary with each depth. There are several
dynamically-significant features observed in the shear-wave velocity model.
Specifically, within the transition zone, fast anomalies associated with western Pacific
subduction zone are most prominent (Figure 3.1c). These features are not present in
the lower mantle suggesting that the subducted slabs are stagnant in the upper mantle.
However, fast zones in the mid-mantle beneath the Americas and Eurasia may be
attributed to recently subducted slabs well below the upper-lower mantle boundary.
In addition, slow regions corresponding to the East African Rift zone can be seen in
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Figure 3.1d which may be physically connected to the African superplume in the
deeper mid-mantle (Figure 3.1e,f). Another large-scale feature is a broad slow
anomaly beneath the Pacific Ocean in the deep mantle that has no clear connection to
the surface (Figure 3.1g,h). Collectively, these features provide hints about the style
of flow occurring in the mantle. However, the velocity model does not provide for a
perfect understanding of mantle dynamics requiring the need for constraints directly
dependent on the style of flow.
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Figure 3.1 Shear-wave tomography model TX2005. (a) 0-100 km; (b) 175-250 km;
(c) 425-525 km; (d) 850-1000 km; (e) 1300-1450 km; (f) 1750-1900 km; (g) 22002350; and (h) 2500-2650 km. The model is derived solely from the body wave
seismic data and provides a 95.7% variance reduction to our travel time residual data.
Note that the means are removed and velocity scales are adjusted for each depth
range.
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3.4 Mantle flow constraints from geodynamic data

A successful model of mantle flow must be capable of reproducing a wide array of
convection-related surface observations. We employ a diverse array of global
geodynamic observables, which include: surface gravity, surface topography, tectonic
plate motions and CMB topography. Each of these data sets provides independent
constraints on 3-D mantle heterogeneity and flow. In addition, they provide a
sampling of mantle structure that is independent of that supplied by global seismic
data. In this study, we employ satellite-derived free-air gravity anomalies from the
GEM-T2 geopotential model (Marsh et al. 1990), crust-corrected dynamic surface
topography (Forte & Perry 2000) and the horizontal divergence of the tectonic plate
velocities from the NUVEL-1 model (DeMets et al. 1990), expressed in terms of
spherical harmonic basis functions up to harmonic degree l=16. The most robust and
accurate constraint on CMB topography is the excess ellipticity of this boundary,
which has been determined by analyses of free-core nutation (Herring et al. 2002).
This excess ellipticity is represented by a single zonal harmonic of degree l=2 and
corresponds to 400 meters of excess flattening of the CMB (Mathews et al. 2002) that
is presumably flow-induced. The least robust constraint, owing to the uncertainties in
crustal heterogeneity (Perry et al. 2002), is the estimate of crust-corrected dynamic
topography. In this study we employ the CRUST2.0 model (Bassin et al. 2000) to
estimate the crustal isostatic correction required to recover the dynamic surface
topography.
The geodynamic surface observables are linearly related to mantle density
perturbations by theoretical, wavelength-dependent kernel functions that represent the
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viscous flow response of the mantle to internal density loads (Richards & Hager
1984; Ricard et al. 1984; Forte & Peltier 1987). We calculate the geodynamic kernels
using a viscous flow theory for a compressible, gravitationally consistent mantle on
which the tectonic plate motions are dynamically coupled to the underlying mantle
flow (Forte & Peltier 1991; Forte 2000). The form of the geodynamic kernels
depends on the viscosity structure of the mantle and on whether there are any internal
flow-boundaries present. We determined geodynamic kernels for the four different
flow scenarios we wish to test, namely whole-mantle flow and strictly layered flow
with internal boundaries at 670 km, 1200 km, and 1800 km depth, respectively.
Selected harmonic degrees of these kernel functions are plotted in Figure 3.2 and it
can be seen that there are significant sensitivity variations from one flow scenario to
the next.
The reference seismic tomography model TX2005 was used to derive an optimal
scaling between seismic shear velocity anomalies and mantle density anomalies and
the optimal viscosity distribution in the mantle. For each of the four flow scenarios,
the geodynamic data were inverted using an iterative, Occam inversion (Constable et

al. 1987) in which the shear velocity-to-density scaling (d[ln ]/d[lnVS]) and viscosity
are allowed to vary only with depth. The Occam inversions for viscosity also employ
a suite of post-glacial rebound observations (Mitrovica et al. 2000) in addition to the
convection-related data discussed above. The details of the Occam inversion
procedure are fully described in Mitrovica & Forte (2004). Figure 3.3 shows the
resulting profiles for the viscosity and velocity-density scaling which provide the best
fit to the geodynamic data for the flow hypotheses we test. The most evident feature
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in the viscosity profiles is the strong, 3-order magnitude increase in viscosity from the
base of the lithosphere to the deep lower mantle. These profiles are also
characterized by a thin low-viscosity layer near 670 km depth (except for the flow
scenario with a boundary at 670 km) and a viscosity peak in the mid-mantle region
which varies in depth depending on the assumed flow boundary location. The origin
of the low-viscosity layer at 670 km depth may perhaps be explained in terms of the
rheological effect of the endothermic spinel-post-spinel phase transition at this depth
(Panasyuk & Hager 2000; Panasyuk & Hager 1998). The d[ln ]/d[lnVS] profiles also
exhibit significant variations from one flow scenario to the next. In particular, the
model with a flow boundary near 670 km depth requires a significant reduction in
velocity-density scaling, characterized by near-zero and negative values, in the
middle of the lower mantle.
As noted above, the viscous flow theory we employ is based on the assumption
that mantle viscosity varies with depth only. It is expected, however, that the
effective viscosity in the mantle can also vary laterally, owing to the strong
temperature-dependence of the microphysical processes which control the creep of
mantle rocks (Karato & Wu 1993). It is therefore important to address the question of
possible bias or error incurred by the neglect of such lateral viscosity variations. It is
possible to estimate this bias with more complex flow models, which explicitly
include the dynamical effects of large-amplitude, global-scale viscosity heterogeneity
(Forte & Peltier 1994; Forte & Mitrovica 2001; Moucha et al. 2004). The presence of
lateral viscosity variations which span three orders of magnitude throughout the
mantle can be shown to perturb the predicted gravity and topography fields by about
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20-25%, compared to flow models which have only a depth-dependent viscosity
(Forte & Mitrovica 2001; Moucha et al. 2004). These perturbations are not likely to
change the conclusions of this study, although they may change the resultant models
and data fits to a small degree.
If we calculate the geodynamic surface observables for the four flow scenarios, in
each case using the TX2005 tomography model, we find that the whole-mantle flow
assumption yields a fit to the geodynamic data which is distinctly better than the three
layered-flow scenarios. The data variance reductions calculated using the starting
seismic model are listed in Table 3.1 (in parentheses). It can be seen from Table 3.1
that even for the whole-mantle flow case, there is still a significant misfit to the
geodynamic observables. The misfit to the free-air gravity anomalies is always much
greater than that obtained for the non-hydrostatic geoid since the amplitude spectra of
these two fields differ significantly (Forte et al. 1994). The difficulty in fitting the
gravity anomalies is greatly amplified by the requirement that the flow models must
also deliver simultaneous fits to the other geodynamic observables (plate motions,
topography). It is therefore important to determine whether the current misfits are
due to errors in the seismic model or to errors in the hypotheses tested. It is also
critical to determine whether incomplete seismic resolution leads to an artificial bias
that favors the whole-mantle flow assumption.
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Figure 3.2 Geodynamic depth-dependent sensitivity kernels for spherical harmonic
degrees: l = 2, 4, 8, and 16. (a) Free-air gravity (top left), plate divergence (top
right), surface dynamic topography (bottom left), and CMB topography (bottom
right) sensitivity kernels for the whole-mantle flow case. (b) Same as in (a) for the
670 km flow boundary case. Notice that all kernels for the 670 km boundary case
have zero crossings at 670 km depth. This is due to isostatic compensation of density
loads by the deformation of the boundary producing no surface signal. The other
layered cases (1200 and 1800 km) exhibit similar zero crossings at their respective
depths (not shown). Note that these kernels represent the free-slip boundary
conditions for tectonic plate coupling (Forte & Peltier 1994). See Chapter 5 for a
more complete set of geodynamic kernels for both the free-slip and no-slip boundary
conditions for the whole-mantle flow case.
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Figure 3.3 Radially-symmetric viscosity and velocity-to-density scaling
(d[ln ]/d[lnVS]) profiles for each of the considered flow scenarios. These profiles are
calculated from Occam-style inversions of glacial isostatic adjustment and other
geodynamic constraints described in the text. (a) Viscosity profiles for whole-mantle
flow and flow boundaries at 670, 1200 and 1800 km depths. These profiles generally
exhibit viscosity increase with depth to the mid-mantle region and subsequent dropoff with depth to the CMB. The profiles are similar in the upper 1000 km excluding
the solution with a boundary at 670 km. In this case, the low-viscosity notch near 670
km is non-existent and a new notch is formed near the surface (see text for
discussion). (b) Velocity-to-density scaling relationships are represented as
d[ln ]/d[lnVS] for each of the flow scenarios. For comparison, the ‘K&K’ curve
represents predicted scaling relationships that consider dominance of thermal affects.
The other relationships are Occam-style solutions coupled to the corresponding
viscosity profile. The assumption of flow bounded at 670 km depth requires a scaling
profile that dramatically diverges from a purely thermal relationship between shear
wave velocity and density. In particular, a broad low-scaling zone (even negative)
centered at ~1800 km is observed. This suggests that velocity perturbations are
nearly unrelated or negatively correlated to density perturbations in this depth zone
when a flow boundary at 670 km is considered.
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Table 3.1 Statistics of joint models providing 95% seismic data fit (+=0.8)
Dynamic
Flow Type
Free-air gravitya Plate divergenceb
(%)
(%)
topographyc (%)

CMB excess
ellipticityd (km)

Whole-mantle
92 (45)
87 (39)
63 (52)
0.4
670 km
67 (22)
94 (56)
56 (30)
0.4
1200 km
75 (26)
83 (44)
38 (40)
0.4
1800 km
51 (21)
77 (39)
39 (31)
0.4
Percentages are variance reduction fits to spherical harmonic components. Values in
parentheses are fits calulated using the seismically-derived starting model (TX2005) for the
given flow type.
a
Satellite-derived free-air gravity anomalies from the GEM-T2 geopotential model (degrees 216) (Marsh et al. 1990).
b
Horizontal divergence of the tectonic plate velocities from the NUVEL-1 model (degrees 116) (DeMets et al. 1990).
c
Crust-corrected dynamic surface topography estimate (degrees 1-16) (Forte & Perry 2000).
d
Excess ellipticity is represented by a single zonal harmonic of degree l =2 and corresponds
to 400 meters of excess flattening of the CMB (Mathews et al . 2002).
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3.5 Integrated seismic-geodynamic solutions

The crucial question about seismic resolution of mantle heterogeneity and the
resulting uncertainty concerning the mode of flow in the mantle can be most
effectively addressed by directly testing different flow hypotheses against combined
seismic and geodynamic data sets. Such testing is carried out by performing
simultaneous inversions of the global seismic and geodynamic data (Forte et al. 1994;
Forte & Woodward 1997). The procedure essentially involves combining the
geodynamic and seismic data constraints into a single set of linear equations, which is
subsequently solved to determine the shear velocity heterogeneity in the mantle for
each flow scenario. The convection data are modelled with the geodynamic kernels
appropriate for each flow scenario and in each case we impose a connection between
perturbations of density and shear velocity by using the associated profile of

d[ln ]/d[lnVS] (Figure 3.3b). In this analysis, we wish to find a differential shearwave slowness model, m , that satisfies the following relation:

L

r

+G f m = +s
µc f
µe

(3.1)

where L and r are the seismic ray length matrix and the vector of travel time
residuals, respectively. Gf is a matrix of viscosity-dependent geodynamic kernels for
a given flow scenario (subscript f) where each row represents the sensitivities of a
particular spherical harmonic degree and order to a specific convection data type
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including free air gravity, horizontal plate divergence, and surface dynamic
topography. Each value in Gf assumes the appropriate density-velocity conversions
discussed above. The vector s represents spherical harmonic coefficients
corresponding to the convection-related observables. The row vector cf and scalar
value e represent the l=2 zonal spherical harmonic sensitivity and known solution for
the excess CMB ellipticity, respectively.
Each of the geodynamic data fields in Equation 3.1 were normalized by their
corresponding estimated standard error. These theoretical errors are estimated, as in

Panasyuk & Hager (2000), on the basis of differences in geodynamic predictions
derived from a suite of previous tomography-based flow models. The resulting
geodynamic data norms, as a percentage of the seismic data norm ( r ), were
maintained at 13, 16, and 9% for the free-air gravity, plate motions, and dynamic
topography, respectively. The scalar values + and µ in Equation 3.1 are weights
applied to the geodynamic variables in the inversion to increase their relative weight
(and corresponding data norms) compared to the seismic constraints. For example,
when +=1, the geodynamic data norms are equivalent to the previously mentioned
relative values. These norms are simply boosted or diminished in the inversion
depending on the chosen value of +. Damping and smoothing constraints are omitted
from Equation 3.1 for simplicity but are included in the inversion.
For each flow case, we inverted for a large suite of joint models using the iterative
LSQR technique (Paige & Saunders 1982). The system in Equations 3.1 was solved
using several geodynamic weighting values (+). Increasing this weight drives the
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resulting 3-D mantle models to be less dependent on the seismic constraints and
consequently places greater importance on the geodynamic data. The CMB ellipticity
constraint is strongly enforced and is matched to very high degrees by amplifying µ
appropriately when the geodynamic data are introduced in the tomographic inversion
(+ > 0). We find that there exists no single, optimal value for the geodynamic weight

+, and we therefore present a suite of solutions obtained with a range of scalar
weights (0

+

3, Figure 3.4). The purely seismic 3-D mantle model (+ = 0)

provides a relatively poor match to the geodynamic data (< 60% variance reduction
for all cases and datasets). As we introduce the geodynamic constraints into the
inversion (+ > 0), we find that the geodynamic data fits can be improved dramatically
with some adjustment to the starting model. It is also evident that as + increases, the
decline in variance reduction to the seismic data is minimal for the whole-mantle flow
case. We find that satisfying the seismic data is most difficult for the three layered
flow models as we impose increasing dependence on the geodynamic constraints.
For + > 0.8, the fit to the seismic data falls below ~95% variance reduction and the
layered flow cases begin to show a clear degradation in fits to the seismic data. For
this reason, we treat + = 0.8 as a key level to evaluate the different flow scenarios.
Table 3.1 provides a statistical summary of the data fits for the joint-inversion models
that provide a 95% variance reduction of the seismic travel time residuals.
Looking beyond + = 1, we find that excellent fits to the geodynamic data can be
obtained for the whole-mantle flow hypothesis (approaching 100% for the gravity and
plate motions; and 80-90% for the surface dynamic topography), while maintaining
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>92% variance reduction to the seismic data. This high degree of reconciliation of
the data is achieved with the optimal, Occam-inferred profile of d[ln ]/d[lnVS]. Note
also that the whole-mantle d[ln ]/d[lnVS] scaling is similar to a predicted density
scaling assuming a dominance of thermal affects in the lower mantle (Karato & Karki
2001) (Figure 3.3b, “K&K” curve). The K&K density-velocity scaling curve is
derived for lower mantle conditions considering anharmonic and anelastic effects due
to a thermal origin. For illustration purposes, the K&K curve is extrapolated towards
zero from the lower mantle to the Earth’s surface in Figure 3.3b. The similarity of the
optimized scaling relationship to the theoretical curve suggests that the whole-mantle
flow hypothesis, where thermal contributions to density and seismic anomalies are
dominant, provides a model of 3-D mantle structure that is consistent with both
seismic and geodynamic data.
The worst data fits are obtained for models with flow boundaries at 1200 km and
1800 km depth. This is best verified by evaluating the degradation of variance
reduction of the seismic constraints with increasing + without a dramatic
improvement to the geodynamic fits. It is difficult to justify the existence of a flow
boundary at the mid-mantle depths considered in the present work since we cannot
simultaneously reconcile the data easily with deep-mantle boundaries. Nevertheless,
this result does not exclude partial flow boundaries, nor does it exclude multiple
boundaries to flow. Inspection of the variance reduction curves shows that the model
with a flow boundary at 670 km depth provides only marginally worse fits to the data
than the whole-mantle flow model. However, this case requires unusual velocitydensity scaling in the middle of the lower mantle characterized by negative values of
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d[ln ]/d[lnVS] in the depth range 1300 km to 2200 km. Such anomalous values for
the density-velocity scaling are not consistent with mineral physics estimates for
thermally-controlled variations in the mantle’s density field. Negative scaling factors
may perhaps be explained in terms of chemical heterogeneity and would imply
dominance of chemical contributions to the density field in deeper regions of the
mantle (Trampert et al. 2004). This would likely mean that thermal convection is not
a significant factor in the evolution of the lower mantle which, in our estimation, is
unlikely. The current study supports this view since invoking whole-mantle flow
with thermally-controlled density variations provides a better match to all data
considered. This is most evident from evaluation of the data fit trade-off curves
plotted in Figure 3.4, particularly the difficulty in matching the free-air gravity
observations and seismic constraints simultaneously when a flow boundary at 670 km
is invoked (Figure 3.4a,b). On the other hand, we note that the good fits to the
seismic and geodynamic data provided by the whole-mantle flow model require a
thin, low-viscosity layer above 670 km depth. This layer may act to partially
decouple the flow fields above and below the upper-lower mantle boundary, and,
therefore mimic a partial boundary to flow near the 670 km discontinuity.
From Figure 3.4 (+ = 0) and Table 3.1, it is clear that the purely seismicallyderived tomography model does not satisfy the geodynamic constraints to a high
degree. However, these data can be matched well with mostly subtle adjustments to
the seismically-derived model while maintaining a 95% variance reduction to the
seismic constraints (see Figures 3.5-7 for model comparisons). Different mantle flow
assumptions affect the model in various ways; however, the primary difference
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between the seismically-derived model and joint models comes in the form of
intensity variations of the anomalous features. This effect is most evident within the
large African slow anomaly which is demonstrated in the cross sections in Figures
3.5-7. The western Pacific subduction zone fast region also shows variable intensity
near the base of the upper mantle which can be easily recognized for the wholemantle case in Figure 3.5. In addition, features in the middle of the lower mantle
remain intact with only slight intensity and mean variations (Figure 3.6). The most
dramatic variations can be observed near the base of the mantle (Figure 3.7)
especially beneath the mid-Pacific and Indian oceans where our seismic constraints
are weakest (see Figure 3.8 for the seismic data coverage).
The inference of significant changes in mantle heterogeneity in regions of weakest
seismic sampling clearly arises from the additional resolving power of the
geodynamic data. All joint models include the same seismic data sets and hence the
same seismic null space, therefore this will not affect the results of our hypothesis
testing. Indeed, the whole point of hypothesis testing is not to consider the detailed
structure in any given tomography model but rather to consider the final fit to the
data.
The RMS amplitude profiles for the seismic and joint models are plotted in Figure
3.9. In general, all joint models are amplified relative to the starting seismic model.
Specifically, all joint models have increased RMS amplitudes in the lower half of the
mantle. And, with the exception of the 670 km case, all models exhibit increased
amplitudes within the upper mantle transition zone primarily corresponding to
subducted slab anomalies (400-650 km model depth range). This is not surprising
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given that our seismically-derived tomography model is a minimum length solution.
It can be seen in Figure 3.9a that in the whole-mantle case, heterogeneity is squeezed
away from ~1500 km depth (upward toward the transition zone and downward
toward the deep mantle). This characteristic is simply mimicking the sinuous density
scaling curve for the whole-mantle case (see Figure 3.3b). The RMS amplitude
profile for the 670 km case reveals an amplification maximum in the depth range
~1500-2300 km which corresponds to the region where we find negative density
scaling relations for this case (Figure 3.3b). The RMS amplification characteristics of
the joint models are reasonable when compared to other recent tomography models
(Romanowicz 2003) and are primarily demonstrating the minimum-amplitude nature
of our starting seismic model. It is also evident that the optimized density scaling
profiles contain correction factors acting to amplify the seismic model by varying
degrees (depending on depth and style of flow). Separation of these quantities from
the true density-to-velocity conversion is not a primary concern in the current study
but will be a focus of future research.
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Figure 3.4 Joint model variance reductions to the seismic and geodynamic data.
Each curve represents a suite of solutions plotted against a scalar multiplier (+) that
acts as a weight to the geodynamic constraints. The data fits for the seismicallyderived model (TX2005, this study) correspond to values at +=0. The curves in (a)
are seismic data fits as a function of + demonstrating the effect of forcing the solution
to satisfy the geodynamic data for each flow case. The seismic fit decays least
rapidly with + when whole-mantle flow is assumed while deep flow boundaries
supply the fastest decay. The curves in (b-d) are variance reduction to the free-air
gravity field, horizontal plate motions and dynamic topography. The free-air gravity
field and dynamic topography are best matched for the whole-mantle case while
maintaining the best fit to the seismic constraints.
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Figure 3.5 Comparisons of the TX2005 shear wave velocity model (a, b) and joint
seismic-geodynamic tomographic models assuming whole-mantle flow (c, d) and a
flow boundary at 670 km depth (e, f). The maps (left column) are the depth range
525-650 km and the cross sections (right column) are generally west to east as
indicated by the great circle paths on the maps. The great circle path line is the same
line indicated at 650 km depth in the cross sections. All models are represented as
percent velocity perturbation from a 1-D model with a range of ±1%. The
seismically-derived model provides a 95.7% variance reduction to the seismic data
and each of the joint models provide a 95% fit (+=0.8, see Table 3.1 for other
statistics). It can be seen that most of adjustment from the seismic model is in the
intensity of the anomalies particularly along the western Pacific subduction zones at
650 km depth (blue, fast) and in the African superplume feature at greater depths (red,
slow).
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Figure 3.6 Tomographic model comparisons of the seismic model (a, b), wholemantle joint model (c, d) and flow boundary at 670 km case (e, f). See Figure 3.5 for
further explanation. The maps (left column) correspond to 1450-1600 km depth
range. The cross sections (right column) cut across the fast Farallon anomaly in the
mid-mantle beneath North America and the slow African anomalies in the deepest
mantle.
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Figure 3.7 Tomographic model comparisons of the seismic model (a, b), wholemantle joint model (c, d) and flow boundary at 670 km case (e, f). See Figure 3.5 for
further explanation. The maps (left column) correspond to 2350-2500 km depth
range. The cross sections (right column) cut across the broad African superplume
feature and the low-velocity zone at the base of the mantle beneath the Pacific Ocean.
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Figure 3.8 Seismic data coverage maps presented as log10(# of samples) for the same
model depths presented in Figures 3.5-7. These depths are (a) 525-650 km; (b) 14501600 km; and (c) 2350-2500 km. The blue shades represent poorly sampled regions,
light green represents moderate sampling, and red shades represent highly sampled
regions. Our current constraints provide fairly even coverage beneath the ocean
basins at the shallower depths (a,b), but there are some data-poor regions at greater
depths beneath parts of the Pacific and Indian Ocean basins (c). It is in these datapoor regions where we see the more significant adjustments to the starting seismic
model (e.g. compare Figure 3.7 to Figure 3.8c).
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Figure 3.9 RMS amplitude profiles of joint models providing 95% match to the
seismic data (obtained with a weighting value +=0.8). The black curves correspond
to the RMS amplitude of the percent shear wave velocity perturbations for the starting
seismic model (TX2005). The gray curves correspond to RMS amplitudes of the
joint solutions for (a) the whole-mantle case, (b) a flow boundary at 670 km depth, (c)
a boundary at 1200 km depth, and (d) a boundary at 1800 km depth. All joint models
are amplified in the lower mantle relative to the starting seismic model by varying
degrees. With the exception of the 670 km boundary case, all joint models show
increased RMS amplitudes within the upper mantle transition zone (~400-650 km).
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3.6 Conclusions and discussion

The testing of different mantle-flow hypotheses by jointly inverting global seismic
and geodynamic datasets has yielded new 3-D mantle models that can provide
excellent fits to all data considered. This can be achieved with generally mild
adjustments to a shear-wave tomography model derived solely with seismic data.
The whole-mantle flow hypothesis provides the best reconciliation of the combined
seismic and geodynamic constraints on 3-D mantle structure. Specifically, 92% of
the free-air gravity field (degrees 2-16) and 87% of the observed horizontal
divergence of the plate motions can be accounted for, while matching 63% of the
estimated dynamic surface topography (degrees 1-16). These fields are matched
while simultaneously satisfying CMB flattening estimates of 400 m as well as 95% fit
to our seismic constraints when we invoke the whole-mantle flow scenario. If we
allow a small decrease in the fit to the seismic constraints, the geodynamic data can
be explained to even higher degrees as demonstrated by our trade-off curves plotted
in Figure 3.4. For instance, if we reduce the seismic variance reduction to 92%, we
find that >95% of the free-air gravity and plate divergence can be explained, as well
as >80% of the estimated dynamic surface topography.
Layered-flow models with internal chemical boundaries that block vertical flow in
the mantle provide significantly poorer matches to the data and they are
characterized, in some cases, by implausible velocity-density scaling relations. These
results are based on an analysis of end-member flow scenarios and they do not rule
out the existence of ‘leaky’ modes of flow in which internal (for example, phasechange) boundaries act to only partially inhibit vertical mass transport. Nor has this
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analysis ruled out more complex boundaries. However, we have shown that wholemantle flow provides the best fit to seismic and geodynamic data while using the
most plausible mineral physics parameters. Simple chemical boundaries located at
1200 and 1800 km depths are clearly not justified in our analysis given the
disagreement between the seismic and geodynamic constraints. Only marginally
worse data fits are found for the case with a flow boundary at 670 km depth.
However, in order to attain reasonable reconciliation of the data for this style of flow,
unusual mineral physics parameters (density-to-velocity scaling values) are required
in the middle of the lower mantle. To assess this requirement, we coupled the
mineral physical estimates for thermal density scaling (Karato & Karki 2001) plotted
in Figure 3.3b (“K&K”) with the 670 km flow-boundary case and found extreme
disagreements amongst the datasets after inversion. Specifically, we matched the
seismic constraints to 92% and found only ~30% match to both the free-air gravity
and observed plate motions. In this case, the dynamic topography estimates were
clearly unsatisfied by the model (34% variance increase). On the other hand,
coupling the “K&K” density scaling profile to the whole-mantle flow scenario
yielded similar data matches to those presented in Figure 3.4 clearly demonstrating
that these two styles of flow require entirely different families of density scaling
relationships.
An important implication of the preferred 3-D mantle model derived on the basis
of the whole-mantle flow hypothesis is the occurrence of radial layering. This is
evident in geographically-localized vertical flow field calculations. We have carried
out a 20˚×20˚ equal-area sampling of the mantle to determine those locations in
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which the predicted mantle flow goes through a strong vertical-flow minimum below
400 km depth. We find that more than 25% of the samples display this radial flow
minimum (solid black lines in Figure 3.10). In contrast, the standard mean vertical
flow diagnostic, namely the RMS horizontal average of the vertical flow rates
(dashed-dotted red line in Figure 3.10), displays little or no indication of a vertical
flow minimum below 400 km depth. This result shows that the preferred "wholemantle" flow model actually yields significant partially-layering of vertical flow
between 500 km and 1200 km depth. This outcome is entirely consistent with
observations of subducted slabs hindered near or above about 1000 km depth with
regionally variability (Fukao et al. 2001).
For each flow scenario we tested, we find that the variance reduction to the
seismic data invariably decreases with increased weighting to the geodynamic
constraints (i.e. increasing + values). If the resultant joint models are constrained to
have generally the same roughness as the starting model, we are forced to mismatch
the seismic constraints to varying degrees in order to gain improved matches to the
geodynamic constraints. This result is not surprising given that we optimize a-priori
the free parameters (density scaling and viscosity structure) for each flow scenario
using a previously derived seismic model with smoothing and damping parameters
derived independent from the geodynamic constraints. In addition, there are other
possible causes for the residual and rather modest level of disagreement between the
seismic-geodynamic constraints. Firstly, the starting seismic model (TX2005) was
generated by a multi-step process whereby partial solutions were found and optimum
earthquake locations (including origin times) were subsequently established at each
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iteration in the inversion. Therefore, the starting seismic model absorbed travel time
adjustments that are not recovered in the joint inversion process. Secondly, our
modeling assumes simple radially-dependent 1-D density-velocity scaling and
viscosity structure. It is likely that particular regions of the Earth have significant 3D variations in both of these variables. This is probably particularly significant near
the surface when considering sub-cratonic versus sub-oceanic lithosphere as well as
partial melting near mid-ocean ridges. Some researchers have concluded that 3-D
rheological variations in the upper portion of the Earth have significant impacts on
the geodynamic data fields considered in this study ( adek & Fleitout 1999).
However, recent studies have shown a rather small impact of global-scale lateral
viscosity variations on tomography-based predictions of geodynamic observables
(Moucha et al. 2004, 2005).
Regardless of the true extent to which lateral heterogeneity in density-velocity
scaling and viscosity affect the geodynamic data, such lateral variations will yield
some disagreement between the seismic and geodynamic data when the latter are
treated in the context of a purely 1-D parameterization of these parameters. In this
regard, it is noteworthy that we are able to successfully reconcile the joint seismic and
geodynamic constraints on mantle structure using a simplified whole-mantle flow
model which assumes 1-D viscosity and density scaling profiles. This suggests that
lateral variations in these model parameters will be difficult to constrain and more
work is required to address this challenge. In spite of the limitations of the work
presented here, we have shown that robust testing of alternative mantle flow
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hypotheses will require the simultaneous consideration of both seismic and
geodynamic datasets in order to discriminate between varying styles of mantle flow.

Figure 3.10 Geographically localized vertical flow minima obtained from the wholemantle-flow joint tomography model. The solid black lines show local geographical
profiles of predicted vertical flow in the mantle – extracted from a 20˚×20˚ equal-area
sampling – in which the vertical flow passes through a strong minimum below 400
km depth. Most vertical-flow minima are located in the depth interval between 500
and 1200 km. The dash-dotted red line shows the RMS horizontally-averaged
amplitude of the predicted vertical flow field. The two dashed horizontal blue lines
identify the locations of the 400 km and 670 km seismic discontinuities.
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Chapter 4
Thermochemical Structure and Dynamics of the
African Superplume
4.1 Abstract

We present a new three-dimensional (3-D) model of the thermochemical structure
of the African superplume region obtained from simultaneous inversion of global
seismic and convection-related data. Convection-related observations include the
global free-air gravity field, tectonic plate motions, dynamic surface topography and
the excess ellipticity of the core-mantle boundary. A 3-D image of the chemicallyinduced density perturbations provides direct evidence that intrinsically-dense
material is entrained within the superplume and concentrated into a rounded structure
~1000 km above the core-mantle boundary. The thermally-induced density
perturbations are greater in magnitude than the chemically-induced implying overall
positive buoyancy throughout the superplume. The observed morphology and density
signatures are consistent with a thermochemical plume that has risen from a
compositionally-distinct ‘pile’ at the base of the mantle and may be currently
deforming under the influence of its intrinsic negative chemical buoyancy.

4.2 Introduction

The African ‘superplume’ is a large-scale structure near the base of the mantle
centered beneath South Africa that exhibits complex seismic characteristics (Ritsema
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et al. 1998, 1999; Ishii & Tromp 1999; Masters et al. 2000; Ni et al. 2002, 2005; Ni
& Helmberger 2003a,b). The superplume is most notably characterized by slow shear
(S) wave speeds as discussed in Chapter 2. Detailed waveform analyses have
revealed that the superplume possesses a ridge-like morphology and abrupt wave
speed reductions near its boundaries (Ni et al. 2002; Ni & Helmberger 2003). Slow
seismic wave speeds may indicate high temperatures (Karato 1993); however, the
morphology and abrupt velocity jumps associated with the structure cannot be easily
attributed to temperature variations alone implying a potential chemical origin. This
hypothesized chemical component could have considerable consequences for the
dynamics of the mantle and, therefore, has led to numerical models and scaled
experiments with compositional variations (Thompson & Tackley 1998; Kellogg et

al. 1999; Ni et al. 2002; Tackley 2002; Davaille et al. 2003; McNamara & Zhong
2005; Tan & Gurnis 2005).
Integrated approaches considering both seismic and geodynamic constraints are
necessary to provide insight on the relative chemical and thermal contributions to
mantle heterogeneity (e.g. Forte 2000; Forte & Mitrovica 2001; Trampert et al. 2004;
Simmons et al. 2006). The integrated tomographic study described in Chapter 3
concluded that mantle models that are consistent with both geodynamic and seismic
constraints could be found while assuming a dominance of thermal effects on mantle
heterogeneity. The models found were reasonable in that, relative to a purely
seismically-derived model, no significant increase in model roughness was required
to explain the combined observations. However, no attempt was made to model the
chemical contributions to the mantle’s density field. We have thus expanded on this
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approach of simultaneously inverting multiple geophysical constraints including those
directly sensitive to density perturbations to explore the structure of the African
superplume in detail.

4.3 Thermal contributions to mantle heterogeneity

As described in Chapter 3, the integrated approach involves linearly relating
seismic velocity structure ( m ) to our seismic observations ( r ) as well as the
geodynamic observations ( s ). The geodynamic observations are represented as
spherical harmonics up to degree 16 and are linearly related to density perturbations
via viscous flow theory calculations (Richards & Hager 1984) assuming wholemantle flow. The simplified forward model setup can be represented as follows:

L
GR

(

/s

)

m=

r
s

(4.1)

where we wish to solve for the seismic heterogeneity model ( m , slowness
perturbations) using iterative inversion techniques. In this relationship, L is the
seismic sensitivity matrix (ray path lengths) and G is the viscous flow response
matrix based on the radially-symmetric viscosity profile developed in (Mitrovica &
Forte 2004). The geodynamic sensitivity matrix is now dependent upon the scaling
between seismic velocity heterogeneity and density perturbations ( R
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/s ).

This

relationship is defined as the ratio of relative density ( ) to shear wave velocity (VS)
heterogeneity by:

R

/s

= d [ln

] / d [lnVS ] .

(4.2)

We tested a wide range of radially-symmetric scaling profiles derived from recent
mineral physics estimates based on the assumption of thermally-dominated
heterogeneity in the mantle (Karato & Karki 2001; Cammarano et al. 2003). The
) that yielded the most successful fit to
thermal velocity-density relationship ( R thermal
/s
the combined dataset after joint inversion was selected (Figure 4.1). The mantle
profile provides an
heterogeneity model m thermal corresponding to the R thermal
/s
equivalent level of match to the shear-wave seismic data as the purely seismicallyderived model. In addition, the jointly-derived model is consistent with the
geodynamic constraints; with the exception of dynamic surface topography which is
less well fit (Table 4.1).
Given the likelihood that continental shield roots are chemically- and thermallydistinct relative to the mantle beneath ocean basins (Jordan 1981), we defined the
Archean/Proterozoic shield regions (Mooney et al. 1998) in the model parameter
space and solved for individual 1-D profiles for the shield ( R shield
) and ambient
/s
mantle domains ( R ambient
) within the upper 250 km (Figure 4.1). Treating these
/s
chemically-distinct mantle domains independently yields an increased fit to the
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estimated dynamic surface topography (Table 4.1). Incorporating this simplified,
regionalized representation of shallow lateral variations in the density-velocity
scaling into the joint inversion also provides for a high degree of reconciliation of all
other geodynamic data fields demonstrating the dominance of thermal variations to
heterogeneity below ~250 km.
Translating the resultant velocity structure into thermally-induced density
perturbations in the lower mantle can be achieved with the relationship:

(

/

)thermal = R thermal
(
/s

Vs / Vs )

(4.3)

as per our forward model assumptions. One of the most prominent features of this
new joint model (Figure 4.2) is the African superplume consisting of a low-velocity
(low-density) zone at the base of the mantle with a tilted upward extension into the
mid-mantle similar to previous seismic models (e.g. Ritsema et al. 1999; Ni et al.
2002). The deepest part of the structure covers a vast area beneath most of the
African continent and has a northwest-southeast trending ridge-like structure
extending into the southwest Indian Ocean. This joint solution is generally in accord
with previous detailed seismic studies of the region (Wen 2001; Ni & Helmberger
2003a,b). In addition to the broad basal structure, a low-velocity upward extension
directly beneath South Africa reaches distances of ~1500 km above the CMB and
displays a quasi-bulbous morphology that may be interpreted as a large plume head
that has risen from the basal structure.
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Table 4.1 Data fits for joint seismic-geodynamic models
Density/Velocity
conversion (R)

Seismic (%)

Free-air
gravity
(%)

Plate
divergence
(%)

simple 1-D

95.8

78

80

44

0.4

1-D with shields

95.8

80

80

64

0.4

3-D

95.8

90

94

76

0.4

Dynamic
CMB excess
topography
ellipticity (km)
(%)

Percentages are variance reduction fits to the seismic travel time residual data and
spherical harmonic components of the geodynamic data fields (up to degree 16).
For comparison, the starting model derived solely with the seismic constraints
matches the seismic data equally well (95.8%).

Figure 4.1 Relationship between shear-wave velocity and density perturbations
presented in terms of R /s = d [ln ] / d [lnVS ] . The black line corresponds to values
obtained from recent mineral physics estimates for thermal contributions (see text).
The blue and red curves are inversion results for mantle corresponding to shield and
ambient mantle domains in the upper 250 km.
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Figure 4.2 Isocontours of the velocity, thermally-induced density, and temperature
fields within the African superplume region. The Earth is sliced open and surface
topography is projected onto the CMB for perspective. The white vertical line is for
spatial reference and intersects the southern African continent at 25ºS latitude and
25ºE longitude. The dashed lines correspond to 1000 and 2000 km depths. (a) Shearwave velocity perturbation field determined by simultaneous inversion of seismic and
geodynamic data. (b) Internal view of the shear-wave perturbation field. (c) Internal
view of the thermally-induced density field found by converting the velocity field
with the velocity-density relationship in Fig. 1. (d) Temperature variations derived
using recent estimates of the coefficient of thermal expansion (Karki et al. 2001) and
the thermally-induced density field. For display purposes, model values south of
55ºS and above 700 km depth are excluded.
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4.4 Chemical contributions to mantle heterogeneity

The thermal modeling results suggest that density perturbations in the mantle are
primarily due to lateral temperature variations. However, there still exist significant
residual misfits to the dynamic topography, free-air gravity and plate motion
observations. This suggests the presence of residual density anomalies that cannot be
directly attributed to variations in temperature. Therefore, compositional
heterogeneity in the mantle may be an important contributor to the overall density
field. In order to account for the combined thermal and chemical density field, we
allow the density-velocity scaling R /s to vary laterally, thus creating a fully 3-D
relationship between density and shear wave velocity ( R 3/sD ). Any significant
deviations from the optimal 1-D thermal relationship ( R thermal
) can be considered a
/s
departure from an isochemical mantle and therefore represents lateral compositional
variations.
A 3-D density-velocity relationship including both thermal and chemical
contributions, R 3/sD , must satisfy the following forward model:

(

)

G m thermal R 3 D/ s = s .

(4.4)

Rather than finding a new seismic model, we fixed the seismic model to that obtained
by joint inversion of seismic and geodynamic data considering only thermal
contributions discussed above ( m thermal , Figure 4.2) and inverted for R 3/sD . It should
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be noted that where seismic constraints are lacking, there should be no significant
deviation from the 1-D density-velocity scaling relationship since the joint inversion
will attempt to satisfy the geodynamic constraints while assuming only thermal
variations. The resultant total (thermal + chemical) density perturbation field
becomes:

(

/

)total

= R 3/sD ( Vs / Vs ) .

(4.5)

This acquired total density field provides an excellent fit to the employed geodynamic
constraints (Table 4.1).
The compositional contributions to mantle density heterogeneity are estimated as
the residual field obtained by removing the thermal density anomalies from the total
density field:

(

/

)chemical = (

/

)total (

/

)thermal .

(4.6)

These chemically-induced density anomalies are characterized by amplitudes that are
very small relative to the thermal density field throughout the majority of the lower
mantle. The only exception to this generality is the African superplume region where
we detect significant chemically-induced density heterogeneity (Figure 4.3).
Specifically, we find that the African superplume structure requires a positive
chemical density anomaly (particularly at mid-mantle depths) that opposes the
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thermally-induced density anomalies. These characteristics are not found anywhere
else in the mid-mantle making this a globally unique feature based on our models.
The highest concentration of intrinsically-dense material is detected at about 1000 km
above the CMB where we also observe large negative thermal density anomalies and,
therefore, higher than average temperature. This positive density component is lower
in amplitude than the thermal component and it effectively reduces the total buoyancy
of the superplume, although the structure remains positively buoyant throughout.
The fluid dynamical impact of the effective chemical contribution to the density
field can be quantified using the buoyancy ratio:

B=

chemical

/

thermal

.

(4.7)

Within the African superplume, we find buoyancy ratios within the range 0.3-0.6 with
a general increase with distance above the base of the mantle (Figure 4.4). Buoyancy
ratio mapping also reveals that the mid-mantle extension of the superplume (~1800
km depth) may be succumbing to the positive chemical density component and
folding eastward, demonstrating a significant loss of positive buoyancy near this
depth range and possible stagnation of parts of the upwelling. The high-density
chemical component may gradually overcome the thermally-induced buoyancy and
ultimately cause collapse of the structure towards the CMB.
When 3-D density-velocity scaling is introduced, significant improvement in fit to
the dynamic surface topography is obtained (Table 4.1). This improvement is mainly
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due to inference of compositional heterogeneity in the shallow mantle, especially in
the subcontinental tectosphere (e.g., Forte & Perry 2000). However, it is possible that
the acquired shallow mantle heterogeneity affects the outcome of the mid-mantle
heterogeneity and thereby dynamic topography could be an indirect contributor to the
superplume density heterogeneity. To test this, we performed the entire inversion
process by excluding dynamic topography as a constraint and found only slight
variations in the mid-mantle heterogeneity models (Figure 4.5). Therefore the
dynamic topography constraint is not a primary contributor to the compositional
densities detected in the mid-mantle superplume structure.
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Figure 4.3 Positive chemically-induced density determined by allowing for a fully 3D density-velocity relationship ( R 3/sD ). (a) View of the African superplume region
exhibiting a plume-like morphology with a large-volume rounded structure centered
at ~1800 km depth directly beneath the southern African continent. (b) View of the
internal domain of the positive chemical density field.
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Figure 4.4 Total density perturbation field and buoyancy ratio B =

chemical

/

thermal

within the African superplume region. (a) Summation of the thermally- and
chemically-induced density fields yields negative density (positive buoyancy) of the
superplume structure. (b) The buoyancy ratio field reveals that the superplume
buoyancy is strongly reduced by the positive-density chemical component near 1800
km depth. The superplume structure appears to bend eastward within the same region
as a response to buoyancy deficiency.
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Figure 4.5 The effect of dynamic topography on the resulting compositional density
anomalies. The top row is the compositional density models at 1750-1900 km depth
for the case including dynamic topography (left) and without dynamic topography as
a constraint (right). The bottom row is similar except for the depth range 2200-2350.
At these depths, the dynamic topography has little effect on the outcome.
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4.5 Conclusions

Our results indicate that the African superplume is an active, buoyant upwelling
consistent with the uplift of the African continent (Lithgow-Bertelloni & Silver 1998)
and previous mantle flow studies (Gurnis et al. 2000; Forte & Mitrovica 2001).
Active upwelling from the base of the mantle beneath Africa is also supported by
study of seismic anisotropy demonstrating an onset of vertical flow in this same
region (Panning & Romanowicz 2004). The morphology of the base of the
superplume region is found to be ridge-like with steeply dipping sides based on our
joint inversion solutions. Deep mantle ridge-shaped structures, such as the one
observed extending into the Indian Ocean, are indicative of compositional variability
at the base of the mantle and have been mimicked successfully by numerical flow
models with an intrinsically-dense basal layer (Tackley 2002; McNamara & Zhong
2005). The shape and locations of observed ridge structures in the deep mantle could
be primarily a product of past subduction processes acting to sweep dense material
into these linear ridge-like piles (McNamara & Zhong 2005; Quéré & Forte 2006).
A large-scale buoyant upwelling rising well above the basal structure is observed
directly beneath South Africa. This feature is plume-like and rises at least 1500km
above the CMB. Significant positive chemical density signatures that tend to oppose
the thermally-induced density anomaly are found within the upwelling. This
substantial chemical density anomaly is not found elsewhere in our global model
making this a unique feature in Earth’s mid-mantle region. Without sufficient
seismic resolution in the region, the compositional effects would not be detected since
the joint inversion procedure assuming only thermal contributions (1-D scaling
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model) would nullify any disagreement between the seismic and geodynamic
datasets. It may be that the lack of seismic resolution in other mid-mantle regions
(such as beneath the Pacific Ocean) prevents the detection of additional significant
compositional anomalies.
The density characteristics and morphology of the rounded mid-mantle structure
beneath Africa are indicative of an actively rising thermochemical plume that has
entrained intrinsically-dense material from a pile at the base of the mantle similar to
numerical simulations (e.g. Ni et al. 2002; Tackley 2002). Additionally, the observed
tilting and asymmetry of the upward flow are possibly the response to large-scale
ambient flow and the relative motion of the African plate (Ni et al. 2002). Sweeping
of compositionally-distinct mantle material into discontinuous piles coupled with
large-scale plumes actively rising from the piles provides a plausible framework for
the heterogeneity and dynamics of the African superplume region. An alternative
view is that this structure is a manifestation of a ‘doming’ event where a heated dense
layer (discontinuous in this case) ascends and descends through the mantle in a cyclic
manner (Davaille et al. 2003). A potential problem with each of these scenarios is the
small amplitude of the intrinsic chemical density we find in the basal layers. These
small amplitudes could be the result of the lessened sensitivity of the geodynamic
observables or the underestimation of the thermal density contribution in the basal
layers. Future application of the general methodology presented here in conjunction
with numerical and physical modeling will help to unravel the source of the
intrinsically-dense material observed in the African superplume. Future
investigations should include lateral, temperature-dependent viscosity variations in
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the forward model assumptions and determine its influence on mantle density
heterogeneity in and around the superplume structures.
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Chapter 5
Thermal versus Compositional Heterogeneity in the
Mantle
5.1 Abstract

The synthesis of seismic and geodynamic data requires mineral physical
parameters linking seismic velocity to density perturbations in the Earth’s mantle.
These parameters are dependent upon several factors including chemical composition,
anelasticity of mantle material, mineralogy, and ambient mantle temperature.
Therefore, there is a wide range of possible density-velocity conversion factors
(R

/s

= d [ln

] / d [lnVS ] ) even when only considering thermal effects in an

isochemical mantle. We test the validity of several depth-dependent conversion
profiles assuming that all mantle heterogeneity (seismic velocity and density) is
generated by lateral variations in temperature. The tests are conducted by
simultaneously inverting shear wave travel time data and a diverse suite of
geodynamic constraints interpreted with viscous flow response kernels. The
geodynamic constraints are represented by spherical harmonics (up to degree 16) and
consist of the global free-air gravity field, tectonic plate divergences, dynamic surface
topography and the excess ellipticity of the core-mantle boundary. The optimum 1-D
thermal R

/s

profile is compatible with all data excluding dynamic surface

topography which is most sensitive to shallow upper mantle compositional variability
and non-linear behavior of the thermal R

/s

relationship. To directly account for
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these effects, we estimated 1st-order correction factors to the ambient R

/s

profile

within the cratonic roots and ambient upper mantle independently. These correction

[ ] / d [lnVs] ) are highly negative within the cratons signifying

factors (defined as d R

/s

considerable compositional buoyancy that counteracts the thermal effects resulting in
near-neutral buoyancy. Within the ambient upper mantle, the correction factors are
positive and consistent with the expected non-linear behavior of the thermal R

/s

relationship. The gravity field and dynamic surface topography are shown to be
significantly more consistent with each other when applying these corrections to a 1D R

/s

relationship. Inversion for a 3-D R

/s

relationship reveals secondary effects

including additional compositional variation within the cratonic roots and the deepmantle ‘superplume’ structures. Although compositional effects are found, we
estimate the relative contributions of the thermally- and compositionally-induced
densities and conclude that thermal effects dominate heterogeneity throughout the
non-cratonic mantle.

5.2 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, seismic waves are our most direct probe of the
Earth and tomographic images have provided evidence of significant heterogeneity in
the mantle (e.g. Robertson & Woodhouse 1996; Grand et al. 1997; Su & Dziewonski
1997; van der Hilst et al. 1997; Ritsema et al. 1999; Karason & van der Hilst 2000;
Masters et al. 2000; Megnin & Romanowicz 2000; Gu et al. 2001; Zhao 2001).
These mantle heterogeneities can clearly be seen in the new 3-D shear-wave
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tomography model developed in Chapter 2. The complete model is illustrated in
Appendix B and is summarized in Figure 5.1. This model will subsequently be
referred to as “TX2007”. Tomographic images, however, do not directly tell us the
composition or the density perturbations that drive mantle convection. A simplistic
view is that low seismic velocities are due to elevated temperatures which would
imply thermally-expanded low-density material and vice versa (Karato 1993). Given
such a scenario, seismically fast zones would be cold and sinking while slow zones
would be positively buoyant and, therefore, slowly rising through the mantle. The
results from Chapter 3 suggest that, to first order, this situation may be correct;
however, numerous recent studies combining a variety of constraints including shear
(S) waves, compressional waves (P), normal modes and geodynamic inferences have
revealed that variations in temperature do not entirely account for heterogeneous
features especially in the Earth’s deep mantle (e.g. Robertson & Woodhouse 1996; Su
& Dziewonski 1997; Ishii & Tromp 1999, 2004; Masters et al. 2000; Forte &
Mitrovica 2001; Saltzer et al. 2001; Trampert et al. 2004).
In particular, seismic tomography investigations have found that bulk sound and
shear wave anomalies significantly vary in character in certain regions of the deep
mantle which most likely violates the assertion that mantle heterogeneity is of purely
thermal origin (Robertson & Woodhouse 1996; Su & Dziewonski 1997; Masters et
al. 2000; Saltzer et al. 2001). Additionally, long-wavelength tomographic studies
including normal mode splitting functions have concluded that some seismicallyimaged anomalies are not correlated with density perturbations and may in fact be
negatively correlated in limited regions (Ishii & Tromp 1999, 2004; Trampert et al.
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2004). Moreover, a rapid decrease of vertical correlation of mantle anomalies and a
change in the relative behavior of bulk sound and shear wave heterogeneities are
found to occur in the lower ~1000 km of the mantle (van der Hilst & Karason, 1999).
These observations provide evidence that compositional variations are not necessarily
isolated to specific regions and may be ubiquitous in the deepest mantle.
Collectively, these seismic studies have made a strong case for the existence of
significant compositional heterogeneity in the mantle. However, a remaining issue
concerns whether the primary contributor to observed mantle heterogeneity are
thermal variations or if these contributions are overshadowed by the proposed strong
compositional variations.
The density perturbation field and the relative contribution of thermal and
compositional effects to seismic anomalies are difficult to estimate when considering
seismic information alone. However, combining seismic body waves and a variety of
flow-related geodynamic constraints into single joint tomographic inversions has the
potential to detect detailed density perturbations in the mantle (Forte et al. 1994;
Forte & Woodward 1997; Forte 2000; Simmons et al. 2006, 2007). In Chapter 3, we
tested whole- versus layered-mantle flow scenarios and concluded that whole-mantle
flow is favored since seismic as well as a diverse set of flow-induced geodynamic
constraints could be mostly accounted for in this case. Additionally, this study found
that a positive correlation of shear wave velocity and density perturbations throughout
the lower mantle provides for an optimal solution which favors the dominance of
thermal effects on heterogeneity throughout the vast majority of the mantle. It should
be noted that this result conflicts with recent long-wavelength solutions where this
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correlation was found to be weak (or non-existent) in the deep mantle (e.g. Trampert
et al. 2004) supporting the need for further investigation.
In our previous work (Chapter 3; Simmons et al., 2006), mineral physics derived
parameters that relate seismic velocity to density (i.e. R

/s

= d [ln

] / d [lnVS ] ) were

not considered since these values are not well-constrained and full exploration of
these parameters was not the primary goal of the investigation. However, the
determined optimal values of R /s were found to be within the range of recent
estimates derived from mineral physics studies when whole-mantle flow was assumed
(Karato & Karki 2001; Cammarano et al. 2003). In this chapter, we directly employ a
large range of radially-symmetric profiles of R /s where density perturbations are
assumed to be purely thermally-induced in both the upper mantle (Cammarano et al.
2003) and lower mantle (Karato & Karki 2001) rather than assuming an independent
optimal solution. These values are integrated within the framework of simultaneous
inversions of shear body wave constraints and flow-induced geodynamic observables.
As in the preceding chapters, these observables include the global free-air gravity
field, dynamic surface topography, horizontal divergences of tectonic plates and the
excess ellipticity of the core-mantle boundary (CMB). The overall objective is to
identify the mineral physics parameters most capable of explaining the integrated
dataset and to explore the assertion that mantle heterogeneity is primarily an effect of
thermal variations in more detail. Consequently, we generate a new jointly-derived
model of mantle shear wave velocity and our best estimate of thermally-induced
density heterogeneities. By establishing a thermal density model, we then estimate
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the compositional contributions to the total density field by solving for a 3-D densityvelocity scaling relationship in the mantle required to fully satisfy all considered data.
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Figure 5.1 Shear wave velocity model TX2007. All values are in terms of percent
velocity perturbation relative to a radially-symmetric model described in the text. In
the shallow depths (100-325km), the model closely mimics known geologic features
including cratonic roots (fast = blue) and mid-ocean ridges (slow = red). Possible
subducted slab material is visible near the base of the upper mantle (525-650km) and
the mid-mantle where the proposed Farallon slab resides (>1000km depth). The most
prominent features in the deep mantle are the large-scale slow regions corresponding
to the superplume structures beneath the African continent and Pacific Ocean.
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5.3 Combined seismic-geodynamic system

It has been shown in previous studies that mantle heterogeneity models derived
solely from seismic constraints are not capable of satisfying the degrees 1-16
geodynamic data fields appreciably; however considering these data sets
simultaneously results in mantle models far more consistent with all considered
observations (Chapter 3; Simmons et al. 2006). We have thus taken a similar
approach of integrating a diverse suite of flow-induced geodynamic observables
(described in Chapter 3) with the seismic data into a single linear system and
inverting for seismic velocity and density heterogeneity at the same time.
The combined linear seismic-geodynamic system described in Chapters 3-4 can be
expanded to include weighting factors and regularization:

L
r
+G G (R / s )
+G s
m=
+CMBc(R / s )
+CMB e
+R R
0

(5.1)

where, again, we solve for the seismic slowness perturbations represented by m using
the LSQR inversion technique (Paige & Saunders 1982). In this integrated system of
equations, G is a full matrix ( 861× 99,148 2 85M elements) of viscous flow
sensitivity kernels where each row represents a specific spherical harmonic
component of the free-air gravity, plate divergence and dynamic topography
constraints (Figure 5.2). The column vector s represents the spherical harmonic
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coefficients of the observations represented in G normalized by their corresponding
estimated standard error. The row vector c is the viscous flow response sensitivity
function for the l = 2 zonal harmonic of the excess ellipticity of the CMB (e). Since
the viscous flow sensitivity kernels are directly related to density perturbations rather
than seismic structure, we must also incorporate a linear relationship between density
perturbations ( ) and shear wave velocity (VS). In Equation 5.1, the density-velocity
relationship is identified by R

/s

which, again, is the depth-dependent ratio of density

to velocity heterogeneity defined by:

R

/s

= d [ln

] / d [lnVS ] .

At some mantle depths, the possible R

(5.2)

/s

values range by a factor of 2 even when

considering thermal contributions alone (Karato & Karki 2001; Cammarano et al.
2003). Therefore we evaluated several radially-symmetric R

/s

profiles recently

derived from mineral physics.
Since the integrated linear system contains sensitivity kernels that vary in
amplitude, a spectrum of weighting values must also be considered. The scalar value

+G is a variable incorporated to control the weighting of the geodynamic
observations relative to the seismic constraints. A higher value of +G forces the
solution to match the geodynamic constraints to higher degrees and, therefore,
diminishes the control of the seismic constraints on the resulting heterogeneity model
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(and vice versa). Similarly, amplification of the scalar value +CMB strengthens the
control of the excess CMB ellipticity constraint on the resulting solution. For every
computed solution, we forced the CMB constraint to be fully matched by using
appropriately large values of +CMB .
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Figure 5.2 Radially-symmetric viscosity profile and associated geodynamic
sensitivity kernels. (a) Viscosity profile from Mitrovica & Forte (2004). (b)
Tectonic plate divergence kernels. (c) Free-air gravity kernels for the free-slip
tectonic plate boundary condition. (d) Free-air gravity kernels for the no-slip
boundary condition. See Forte & Peltier (1994) for further description of the
dynamic coupling of the plate motions. (continued on the next page)
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Figure 5.2 (continued) Dynamic surface topography sensitivity kernels for the freeslip boundary conditions (e) and no-slip boundary conditions (f). The CMB
topography kernels are similarly shown (g, h).
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5.4 Density-velocity conversion

We evaluate three possible depth-dependent density-velocity conversion profiles
in the upper mantle ( R UM
/s ) from a recent mineral physics study by Cammarano et al.
(2003). Similarly, we consider six possible conversion profiles in the lower mantle
( R LM
/s ) from the work of Karato & Karki (2001). The upper and lower mantle cases
are considered independently, generating 3 × 6 = 18 possible combined profiles. For
clarity of further discussion, we will adopt a nomenclature for the density-velocity
scaling models. Upper mantle models will be identified by UM# (e.g. UM2) and
lower mantle models be further identified by LM# (e.g. LM5). Combined upperlower mantle scaling profiles will therefore be identified as UM#.LM# (e.g.
UM2.LM5).
The selected upper mantle R UM
/s profiles are taken from the work of Cammarano
et al. (2003) and represent the total range of uncertainty based on the compilation of
mineral physics parameters considering anelastic and anharmonic effects of
thermally-varying, pyrolitic mantle calculated along the 1300°C adiabat (Figure 5.3).
These values are averaged over our parameterized depth ranges (1 value per layer)
and extrapolated to the surface layer (upper 100km) where no values were estimated.
Model UM1 corresponds to the lowest amplitude scaling model, UM2 is a mid-range
estimate and UM3 corresponds to the highest amplitude model within the estimated
range of uncertainty. It should be noted that these values do not consider
compositional effects or the expected non-linear effects primarily associated with the
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temperature dependence of shear wave attenuation which are known to be significant
in the upper mantle (Cammarano et al. 2003).
For the lower mantle, we selected a range of independent R LM
/s profiles from the
work of Karato & Karki (2001) (Figure 5.3). Similar to the upper mantle cases, we
average values over our depth parameterization and extrapolated into the D’’ region.
These values represent anelastic and anharmonic effects for thermally-varying
perovskite calculated for a variety of shear wave attenuation (QS) models
(Romanowicz & Durek 2000) and a non-dimensional parameter proportional to the
activation energy of attenuation (g). Specifically, we consider three possible shear
wave attenuation models (Q1, Q2 and Q3) and two possible activation energies (g)
equal to 10 and 20 providing six possible lower mantle cases to be considered (Table
5.1). Each model assumes a singular Anderson-Grüneisen parameter, , for
perovskite equal to 6. See Karato & Karki (2001) for further description of the input
parameter definitions and QS model profiles. It should be noted that there is expected
to be significant depth variation of the R

/s

values for all possible upper and lower

mantle cases which can clearly be observed in Figure 5.3. It is therefore improper to
assume that all velocity heterogeneities can be scaled to density using a single value
for either the upper or lower mantle. This is true even if compositional effects to
mantle heterogeneity are ignored.
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Table 5.1 Lower mantle density-velocity conversion profile parameters (R /s )
Model ID

Q model ID

Dimensionless
Attenuation activation
parameter, g

LM1
LM2
LM3
LM4
LM5
LM6

Q2
Q3
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q1

20
20
20
10
10
10

Each model assumes a Anderson-Grüneisen parameter for
perovskite equal to 6. See Karato & Karki (2001) for Q models and
other details.
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Figure 5.3 Mineral physical density-velocity conversion profiles considered in this
study for the purpose of simultaneous inversion of seismic and geodynamic
constraints. Each upper mantle profile (UM#) considers anelastic and anharmonic
effects of thermally-varying pyrolitic material calculated along the1300°C adiabat
(Cammarano et al. 2003). These upper mantle models represent the full range of
uncertainty of QS and composition. The lower mantle models (LM#) represent
anelastic and anharmonic effects for thermally-varying mantle (Karato & Karki
2001). See Table 5.1 for description of the parameters used for each LM profile. The
upper and lower mantle models were considered independently providing 18 possible
combined profiles.
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5.5 Applying radially-symmetric R

/s

models

Simple velocity-to-density scaling of a mantle model derived solely from seismic
constraints does not provide for satisfactory reconciliation of the geodynamic
constraints as previously pointed out in Chapter 3 (Simmons et al. 2006). However,
minor adjustments to the amplitude of the anomalies and slight reconfigurations of
the seismic structures via simultaneous inversions allow for much higher degrees of
reconciliation of the geodynamic observations. To further strengthen this point, we
scaled the TX2007 velocity model derived in Chapter 2 by each of the 18 scaling
models described in the previous section ( R /s ). The best scaling model was found to
be UM1.LM1 (the lowest amplitude density case) which provided the highest
variance reduction fit to the geodynamic constraints. These variance reduction fits
are: 1% for the gravity field; 48% for the horizontal plate divergence field; -44% for
the dynamic surface topography; and an excess CMB ellipticity corresponding to
444m (the observation is 400m). If we perform the joint inversion assuming the same
scaling profile (UM1.LM1), we find much better fits to the observations: 60%, 95%
and -16% of the gravity, plate divergence and dynamic topography fields,
respectively. This is achieved while satisfying the observed CMB ellipticity perfectly
and matching the seismic data almost equally well as TX2007 without increased
model complexity (C) as defined by Equation 2.34. Although there is still a
significant misfit, the simultaneous inversion finds heterogeneity models that are
distinctly more consistent with all data fields considered. This evaluation shows that
in order to properly discriminate amongst R
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/s

profiles, we must perform

simultaneous inversions considering both seismic and geodynamic constraints so that
the solutions are not biased by the employed seismic model. Also, if we generate
models with unlimited complexity, all constraints could be fully satisfied using a
wide range of scaling profiles ( R /s ) providing no clear discrimination.
Consequently, we must also consider the resulting model complexity (C) and how
this measure trades off with seismic and geodynamic data fits for each case. The
approach described in this section is, therefore, to find mantle heterogeneity models
that match our seismic constraints equally well for each of the 18 profiles for a
spectrum of model complexity estimates.
In terms of the linear forward model described in Equation 5.1, the approach
entails finding the values for the geodynamic and regularization weighting parameters
(+G and +R, respectively) that allow for an equivalent fit to the employed seismic
observations. The initial steps in this procedure were to select a scaling profile
( R /s ), a fixed regularization weight (+R) and a first guess of the geodynamic
weighting parameter, +G. Given these inputs, we then solved the system in Equation
5.1 for the seismic slowness perturbation model (m) and calculated the variance
reduction fit to the seismic constraints. A simple optimization script was used to
adjust the value of +G and iterate the inversion process until the resulting model
matched the seismic data to the desired level. We chose to match the seismic data to
93.2% which is reasonably close to the starting seismic model match (93.5%). After
convergence, we assigned a new regularization weight (+R) and repeated the
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optimization procedure and, thus, generated tradeoff curves of geodynamic data fit
with model complexity.
This process requires the ability to solve the large-scale system of equations many
times over (~1000 inversions). The combined system includes the geodynamic
sensitivity matrix which is a full system of ~85 million elements (~700 Mbytes) as
well as a ~99% sparse set of equations (seismic Fréchet kernels and regularization
matrix). To augment these mixed matrices in MATLAB, either the sparse system
must be converted to full (not tenable) or the full system must be converted to sparse
which is extremely inefficient. With this in mind, I developed a modified LSQR
inversion algorithm in the MATLAB environment that can solve sparse sets of
equations as well as a full set of equations simultaneously without converting to
either storage system. This modified algorithm also allows for a functional form of
R

/s

rather than directly embedding this relationship into the geodynamic sensitivity

kernel matrix. Therefore, the density-velocity scaling is applied within the inversion
scheme rather than explicitly generating multiple geodynamic sensitivity kernel
matrices. The modified LSQR algorithm and the MATLAB script are outlined in
Appendix A. With this algorithm, we are able to solve the integrated seismicgeodynamic system in less than 30 minutes on a standard Unix workstation allowing
for a multitude of model runs and a comprehensive evaluation of the input
parameters.
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Geodynamic data matches for each of the 18 velocity-density profiles are plotted
in Figure 5.4. The variance reduction fits are plotted as a function of the relative
density model complexity defined by the ratio:

v joint
R (dln )
2
CR ,
v seismic
R (dln )

(5.3)

2

where R is a regularization matrix. The vector (dln
field determined by joint inversion and (dln

v

)seismic

v

) joint

is the density perturbation

is the density field found by

scaling the purely seismically-derived velocity model (TX2007) by the corresponding
R

/s

profile. Two fundamental observations can be made from the tradeoff curves

(Figure 5.4). Firstly, the upper mantle models UM2 and UM3 are incapable of
satisfying the employed geodynamic constraints with model complexity levels similar
to the starting model (CR

1). Most notably, we find that particularly complex

models are required to explain the dynamic topography data when applying models
UM2-3. Regardless of the lower mantle scaling model assumed, it is evident that the
upper mantle model UM1 is preferred over the higher amplitude scaling profiles
UM2-3. The second fundamental observation is that, while there is a clear
discrimination amongst upper mantle scaling models, the lower mantle models (LM16) show relatively minor variance reduction deviations providing a lower degree of
discriminatory power. The primary reasons for this result are the low-amplitude
nature of the seismic perturbations in the middle of the lower mantle (therefore small
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density perturbations) and generally decreasing geodynamic sensitivity with depth
(see Chapter 3). Additionally, the seismic constraints allow for significant amplitude
variations of the seismic model in the deepest mantle while maintaining a similar
level of fit to the seismic data (Figure 5.5). This relative lack of amplitude control in
the deepest mantle reduces the effect of increased R LM
/s values thereby making
discrimination more difficult than the upper mantle scaling.
Although lower mantle heterogeneity accounts for only a fraction of the total
geodynamic observations, we are still able to differentiate amongst lower mantle
scaling models with closer inspection. Figure 5.6 is a detailed view of the tradeoff
between geodynamic data match and model complexity for the cases UM1.LM1-6. It
can be concluded from Figure 5.6 that the plate motion and dynamic topography data
fields are fit to very similar levels for each of the lower mantle scaling models and,
therefore, provide insignificant discriminatory power. This result is not surprising
given that these fields are most sensitive to uppermost mantle heterogeneity (<250 km
depth). However, significant deviations of variance reduction fit to the gravity field
are observed amongst the R LM
/s models owing to the relatively higher sensitivity of
the gravity field to deep mantle heterogeneity (Figure 5.6). Specifically, there is
>10% range in variance reduction fit to the free-air gravity field when considering
heterogeneity models with a level of complexity similar to the seismically-derived
model (CR

1) and it is observed that the high-amplitude R LM
/s models (LM4-6)

consistently provide higher degrees of fit to the global free-air gravity field.
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In order to determine if the variance reduction fits simply reflect the ability to
match the low-degree harmonics, we calculated the degree-dependent cross
correlation of the observed and predicted geodynamic data fields for heterogeneity
models with equivalent complexity (CR = 1) (Figure 5.7). It is observed that the low
degree components of the gravity field are best matched and the correlation generally
decreases with increasing harmonic degree in all cases. It is also evident that
components beyond harmonic degree 13 are poorly matched in all cases most likely
owing to the low power of the gravity field at these higher degrees (Marsh et al.
1990). We find that each of the harmonic degree components of the free-air gravity
field are best matched by joint heterogeneity models generated using the highamplitude scaling models (LM4-6) while the low-amplitude scaling models (LM1-3)
consistently provide for poorer correlations to each harmonic component of the
gravity field. Therefore, the level of data fit is not merely reflecting the ability to
match the low-degree harmonics while ignoring the high-degree harmonics. Based
on these observations, we conclude that the higher amplitude R LM
/s scaling profiles
(LM4-6) are preferred over the lower amplitude models (LM1-3). Additionally,
mineralogical changes across the 660-km discontinuity should provide for an abrupt
and significant increase of the R

/s

factor across upper-lower mantle boundary (see

Cammarano et al. 2003). The high-amplitude R LM
/s models are required to remain
consistent with these mineral physics constraints providing an additional argument for
selecting lower mantle models LM4-6 rather than the low-amplitude models.
However, it is difficult to discriminate within the subset of high-amplitude scaling
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models (LM4-6) since there is no clear preference in terms of fit to the employed
geodynamic observations. Since the absolute highest amplitude R LM
/s models (LM56) provide no significant improvement to the geodynamic data fits relative to LM4,
we selected LM4 as our preferred 1-D lower mantle thermal scaling profile.
Therefore, our preferred combined 1-D thermal scaling profile is UM1.LM4 (Figure
.
5.8) and will further be referred to by R ambient
/s

Figure 5.4 Geodynamic data fit tradeoffs with model complexity for heterogeneity
models satisfying the seismic constraints to level of 93.2% variance reduction. Each
curve corresponds to a suite of jointly-derived heterogeneity models assuming a
specific thermal density-velocity scaling profile. The curves are grouped according to
the upper mantle R /s profile used (black = UM1.LM1-6; dark gray = UM2.LM1-6;
light gray = UM3.LM1-6). Note that model complexity ratio CR = 1 corresponds to a
model complexity level equivalent to the TX2007 seismic model (see text for
definition). It is clear that upper mantle model UM1 is most capable of satisfying the
combined dataset. Note that all models fully satisfy the current constraints on excess
CMB ellipticity (not shown).
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Figure 5.5 Root-mean-squared (RMS) amplitude profiles for the pure seismic model
(TX2007) and joint models considering seismic and geodynamic constraints
simultaneously. Upper mantle amplitudes tend to reduce when geodynamic
constraints are included in the inversion. Amplitudes in the lower ~1000 km of the
mantle vary significantly depending on the lower mantle R /s applied. Typically, the
lower amplitude scaling models (LM1-3) increase the amplitudes in the deepest
mantle whereas the higher amplitude models (LM4-6) decrease the amplitudes. All
scaling models tend to increase the amplitudes in the D’’ region which means that
heterogeneity is pushed towards the deepest mantle by the simultaneous inversion.
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Figure 5.6 Geodynamic data fit tradeoffs with joint heterogeneity model complexity
for each of the lower mantle density-velocity scaling profiles (LM1-6). The same
upper mantle scaling profile (UM1) was assumed in all cases and each model satisfies
the seismic data equally well (93.2%). The higher amplitude models (LM4-6)
reconcile the combined dataset better than the lower amplitude cases (LM1-3).

Figure 5.7 Cross correlation of the observed and predicted geodynamic harmonic
components for equally complex jointly-derived heterogeneity models (CR = 1). All
harmonic components of the free-air gravity and tectonic plate divergence fields are
best correlated when assuming the high amplitude scaling models (LM4-6).
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Figure 5.8 Best combined ambient thermal scaling profile (black) and corrected
profiles for selected velocity perturbation levels. The corrected scaling factors within
the cratonic roots are dramatically lower amplitude than the ambient profile and are
negative in the extremely fast shallow mantle portions of the cratonic roots (solid
gray lines). This results in overall near-neutral buoyancy of the cratonic roots. The
determined correction factors for the non-linear behavior of the thermal scaling
relationship result in slightly reduced density-velocity scaling in slow zones and vice
versa (dashed gray lines).
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5.6 Shallow-mantle scaling corrections

The surface dynamic topography data field is poorly matched when assuming the
simple radially-symmetric R ambient
model (Table 5.2). It is known that dynamic
/s
topography is most sensitive to the density variations in the shallowest upper mantle
where significant compositional heterogeneity as well as non-linear behavior of the
thermal density-velocity scaling is expected (Cammarano et al. 2003). Previous
studies have concluded that the cratonic roots are nearly neutrally-buoyant
contradicting what the thermal density-velocity conversion would predict (Jordan
1978, 1981; O’Reilly et al. 2001). Therefore, lower (sometimes negative) R

/s

values

are required within the cratonic roots in order to better match the dynamic surface
topography clearly contradicting what is expected in purely thermally-varying upper
mantle material (Forte et al. 2007; Simmons et al. 2007; Chapter 4). Additionally,
the thermal R

/s

values within the ambient (non-cratonic) upper mantle are non-linear

in that they are expected to decrease significantly in high-temperature regions and
increase in low-temperature regions (Cammarano et al. 2003). This effect results in
different thermal density anomaly magnitudes in hot and cold zones even if the
velocity anomalies are equal in magnitude (but opposite in sign). The first-order noncan be estimated by correcting the scaling
linear and compositional effects on R ambient
/s
factors on the basis of background velocity structure within the ambient upper mantle
and cratonic regimes:
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R corrected
= R ambient
+
/s
/s

[ ]

d R /s

d [lnVS ]

VS
VS

(5.4)

[ ] / d [lnVs] adjusts the background R

where the derivative d R

/s

/s

according to the

underlying velocity model obtained by joint inversion ( VS / VS ) assuming the
radially-symmetric R ambient
model. A total of three derivatives were found by directly
/s
testing all reasonable values within three independently defined mantle regimes:

1) cratonic roots (0-250 km)
2) non-cratonic shallow mantle (0-250 km)
3) deep upper mantle (250-650 km)

We defined the cratonic roots using the surface locations of Archean/Proterozoic
shield regions in the CRUST5.1 model (Mooney et al. 1998) and delineating with
depth (down to 250 km) according to the jointly-derived velocity structure. The
obtained correction factors are listed in Table 5.3 and the effects are illustrated in
Figure 5.8 for some selected velocity perturbations. Within the cratonic roots,

[ ] / d [lnVs] is highly negative and results in overall negative scaling factors in

dR

/s

regions with very high velocities (greater than ~4% velocity increase in the upper 100
km). In the non-cratonic (presumably thermally-controlled) upper mantle, the

[ ] / d [lnVs] values were found to be positive and relatively small compared to

dR

/s

the cratonic correction (Table 5.3). These positive values result in a decrease of
R ambient
in low-velocity zones and an increase in high-velocity zones which is
/s
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generally consistent with the expected non-linear behavior of R

/s

within the upper

mantle (Cammarano et al. 2003). Adopting the corrected density-velocity scaling
) and re-performing the joint inversion process produces a mantle
( R corrected
/s
heterogeneity model that fits the estimated dynamic topography to much higher levels
) (Table 5.2). The observed degree of
than the simple 1-D scaling model ( R ambient
/s
improvement (~50%) far exceeds previous treatment where velocity-dependence of
R

/s

within the cratonic roots was not considered (e.g. Simmons et al. 2007; Chapter

4).

Table 5.2 Heterogeneity model properties
Data fits

Model type

-Vs
conversion
model

Seismic (%)

Free-air
gravitya (%)

Plate
divergenceb
(%)

Dynamic
topographyc
(%)

CMB
ellipticityd
(km)

Model
complexity
(C R ) e

TX2007

UM1.LM4

93.5

-46

32

-80

1.3

1.0

Joint

UM1.LM4

93.2

71

96

-9

0.4

1.0

Joint

f

Corrected

93.2

75

98

41

0.4

1.0

Joint

3D

93.2

92

99

82

0.4

1.0

Percentages are variance reduction fits to spherical harmonic components.
a
Satellite-derived free-air gravity anomalies from the GEM-T2 geopotential model (Marsh et al. 1990) (degrees 216).
b
Horizontal divergence of the tectonic plate velocities from the NUVEL-1 model (De Mets et al. 1999) (degrees 116).
c
Crust-corrected dynamic surface topography estimate (Forte & Perry 2000) (degrees 1-16).
d
Excess ellipticity is represented by a single zonal harmonic of degree l =2 and corresponds to 400 meters of
excess ellipticity of the CMB (Mathews et al. 2002).
e
Complexity (i.e. roughness) is represented by the density model complexity ratio (C R ) (see text).
f

Includes velocity-dependent corrections for ambient and cratonic upper mantle (see text).
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Table 5.3 Preferred thermal (R /s ) and corrections.
st

Depth Range
(km)
0-100
100-175
175-250
250-325
325-400
400-525
525-650
650-750
750-850
850-1000
1000-1150
1150-1300
1300-1450
1450-1600
1600-1750
1750-1900
1900-2050
2050-2200
2200-2350
2350-2500
2350-2650

R

/s

st

1 -order Thermal 1 -order Craton
Correction:
Correction:
d[R /s ]/d[lnVs]
d[R /s ]/d[lns]

0.151
0.185
0.190
0.195
0.197
0.220
0.185
0.224
0.248
0.245
0.254
0.250
0.245
0.239
0.231
0.225
0.219
0.211
0.190
0.152
0.137

0.9
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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-3.5
-3.5
-3.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5.7 Thermal vs. non-thermal mantle density

As noted in the previous section, R corrected
represents the scaling relationship
/s
including 1st-order corrections for the non-linear thermal effects as well as the
compositional effects of the cratonic roots. Incorporating the estimated non-linear
thermal corrections throughout the upper mantle and ignoring the compositional
effects of the cratonic roots, we can define a purely thermal relationship:

R

thermal
/s

=R

ambient
/s

+

[ ]

d R /s

thermal

d [lnVS ]

VS
VS

(5.5)

([ ]

)

where R ambient
is the simple 1-D scaling model (UM1.LM4), d R /s / d [lnVs]
/s

thermal

are the upper mantle thermal correction derivatives (Table 5.3), and ( VS / VS ) is the
. Using this densityjointly-derived velocity model generated assuming R ambient
/s
velocity scaling model and the jointly-derived velocity model, we can estimate the
thermally-induced density perturbations in the mantle:

thermal

= R thermal
/s

VS
VS

(5.6)

In addition, we can approximate the necessary temperature fluctuations required to
generate the density anomalies:
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thermal

1
T=
3 (r )

(5.7)

where 3 (r ) is the depth-dependent coefficient of thermal expansion. We assumed

3 = 3 ×10 5 K

1

at the surface linearly decreasing to 3 = 2.5 × 10 5 K

1

at the base of

the upper mantle and reported high-pressure estimates in the lower mantle (Chopelas
& Boehler 1992). Figures 5.9-11 display our thermal density model and
corresponding temperature variations for selected depths.
It is evident that we can satisfy the degree 16 geodynamic data to fairly
reasonable levels assuming that all mantle heterogeneity outside of the cratonic roots
are generated by lateral variations in temperature (Table 5.2). However, there are
certainly still substantial misfits to the ascribed geodynamic constraints implying that
the thermal hypothesis is not completely satisfactory. Some of the likely sources of
the misfit to the geodynamic constraints are the existence of additional compositional
heterogeneity, partial melting and higher order non-linear behavior of the R thermal
/s
profile in the shallowest mantle (Cammarano et al. 2003). None of these
complications are directly considered in the previous model development; therefore,
additional steps are required to address these possibilities.
In the context of our generalized modeling approach, we can account for ‘nonthermal’ heterogeneity by solving for a fully three-dimensional R

/s

relationship that

translates seismic velocity to density considering all possible sources including
thermal and compositional contributions. A three-dimensional (3D) density-velocity
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scaling relationship, R 3D/s , can be established by solving the forward model (expanded
version of Equation 4.4):

+G G (m jo int )
+G s
3D
jo int
+CMB c(m ) R / s = +CMB e
+R R
0

(5.8)

where m jo int is the seismic slowness model obtained by joint inversion assuming the

R corrected
density-velocity relationship. This linear system is similar to the system
/s
described in Equation 5.1. However, rather than solving for a seismic model, we
solve for a density-velocity scaling field while assuming a fixed seismic model. The
process is similar to the 2nd step of a non-linear inversion where both the scaling
relationship and seismic models are unknown. The fundamental difference is that we
accept the seismic model obtained by the thermal joint inversion process as the final
shear wave velocity model. After solving the linear system, we can then estimate the

total density perturbation field:

total

= R 3D/s

VS
VS

(5.9)

It is clear from the above relationship that a departure of R 3D/s from the thermal
density-velocity conversion ( R thermal
) represents effects not directly accounted for by
/s
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the assumed thermal relationship. Therefore, these scaling model deviations are a
product of variations of composition and possibly higher order non-linear behavior of
the thermal density-velocity relationship.
We can reveal density contributions from ‘non-thermal’ sources (including
variability of mantle composition) through removal of the thermally-induced densities
from the total density perturbation field:

non thermal

total

thermal

=

(5.10)

Linear combination of the thermal and non-thermal density fields allows for nearly
complete reconciliation of the geodynamic observations (Table 5.2). Selected depths
of the calculated residual density field model are displayed in Figures 5.9-11. The
most notable residual densities observed in the shallow mantle (0-250 km) are the
negative density signatures associated with the roots of the continental cratons
(Figure 5.9c). These negative residual densities oppose the thermal densities making
the cratonic roots nearly neutrally-buoyant on average (compare to Figure 5.9a). This
result is consistent with studies of the sub-continental lithosphere where a balance of
the thermal and chemical buoyancy is thought to occur (Jordan 1978, 1981). Also in
accord with the results of this study, analysis of mantle xenoliths suggests that the
compositional buoyancy associated with cratonic roots could persist to depths
exceeding 200 km (O’Reilly et al. 2001).
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Also within the shallow upper mantle, a secondary residual density anomaly is
found beneath the eastern Pacific Ocean extending from Antarctica to Alaska. The
reduction of the density-velocity scaling factor within this structure is likely a product
of higher order non-linear behavior of the R

/s

relationship which is not directly

accounted for by R thermal
. Relatively minor residual densities are found in the base of
/s
the upper mantle (Figure 5.9d) as well as the upper portion of the lower mantle (down
to ~1000 km depth). However, a high residual density is observed beneath the East
African Rift zone that persists over a vast depth range (Figure 5.10c,d). It is difficult
to interpret the cause of this particular anomaly since it is unclear if partial melting
could occur at these great depths and/or whether this feature is connected to the
deeper mantle structures beneath the African continent.
In the middle of the lower mantle, we find few zones with residual density
anomalies comparable in magnitude to the estimated thermal density field. However,
we do detect a significant high-density (positive) residual component beneath the
southern tip of the African continent that extends from the base of the mantle well
into the mid-mantle (Figures 5.11-12). This density signature correlates with the
location of the well-known African ‘superplume’ structure. A multitude of studies
(including Chapter 4) have provided evidence that this structure is compositionallydistinct relative to the surrounding mantle and has therefore been deemed a largescale thermochemical plume (e.g. Ritsema et al. 1998, 1999; Ishii and Tromp 1999;
Masters et al. 2000; Ni et al. 2002, 2005; Ni and Helmberger 2003a,b; Simmons et

al. 2007). Our results indicate that the high-density compositional component acts to
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decrease the overall buoyancy of the superplume structure and may have significant
dynamic consequences (Simmons et al. 2007). However, it should be noted that the
amplitude of the compositional density component is less than the thermal
component; therefore, the feature remains buoyant and is actively rising through the
mantle. See Chapter 4 for a detailed image and further discussion of the African
superplume structure.
In the basal layer of our model space (corresponding to the D’’ region), we find
more significant compositional density signatures than found within the shallower
mid-mantle depths (Figure 5.12d). Specifically, we find that the region surrounding
the compositionally-dense core of the African superplume possesses an opposite
compositional signature. In particular, the linear structure extending from the
southern tip of the African continent into the Indian Ocean possesses positive
compositional buoyancy as well as positive thermal buoyancy. Therefore, the
compositional component acts to increase the total buoyancy of this structure. Other
studies have concluded that this region is likely compositionally distinct (Wen 2001)
in line with our conclusions. Similar to the features observed beneath Africa, we find
a high-density signature within the central domain of the Pacific superplume structure
opposing the thermal buoyancy. We also detect an opposite (low-density)
compositional signature encasing the central portion of the Pacific superplume. Also
paralleling the African superplume region, a low-density compositional blob beneath
the East Pacific Rise extends toward the high-density domain in the central part of the
structure in a ridge-like fashion. This peculiar combination of features beneath the
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Pacific Ocean is analogous to the structures observed beneath the African continent
and Indian Ocean suggesting that the anomalous regions have a similar origin.
Using a variety of data and arguments, some recent studies have concluded that
the lower ~1000 km of the mantle possesses a significant degree of compositional
heterogeneity (e.g. van der Hilst & Karason 1999; Ishii & Tromp 1999, 2004; Masters

et al. 2000; Trampert et al. 2004). Moreover, evidence suggests that the
compositional heterogeneity may in fact outweigh the thermal signature of the
features providing either a null correlation or anti-correlation of seismic velocity and
density. Conversely, our simultaneous inversions indicate that multiple geodynamic
observations can be matched to high levels assuming a positive correlation of density
and velocity. This implies that lateral fluctuations in temperature are the principal
source of mantle heterogeneity outside of the cratonic roots. Although it is evident
that temperature variations dominate, some compositional heterogeneity is required to
completely satisfy the geodynamic observations. However, we find that the
compositional component of the density field is secondary to the thermally-induced
density signatures throughout the lower mantle (Figure 5.13).
To examine this result further, we performed the density-velocity scaling
inversion to find R 3D/s assuming that the starting seismic model (TX2007) represents
the “true” shear wave velocity structure. In other words, we did not allow for
reorganization of seismic heterogeneity via joint inversion including the geodynamic
observations. Similar to the previous calculations, the total density field was then
determined:
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total

=R

3D
/s

VS
VS

TX2007

(5.11)

, the thermal and
Utilizing the pre-determined thermal scaling relationship, R thermal
/s
non-thermal components can be separated for this case just as in the previous case.
The RMS profiles of these density components are plotted in Figure 5.13 for
comparison. It is evident that if we assume that the purely seismically-derived
velocity model can be directly mapped into thermal density variations, a significant
compositional component is required in the lower ~1000 km of the mantle to satisfy
the geodynamic observations. Moreover, the compositional effects dominate the
density signal in the two lowest layers of our model space (>2500 km depth) in this
case. The calculated density fields within the D’’ region are displayed in Figure 5.12
for comparison. Without performing simultaneous inversion of seismic and
geodynamic observations, the central portions of the superplume structures (African
and Pacific) possess higher-than-average total density signifying anti-correlation with
seismic velocity in these regions. In contrast, our joint modeling results show that
reorganization of seismic structure via simultaneous inversion eliminates the
requirement for dominating compositional effects in deepest mantle with our
combined dataset.
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Figure 5.9 Thermal, non-thermal and total density fields at 100-175 km depth (left
column) and 525-650 km depth (right column).
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Figure 5.10 Thermal, non-thermal and total density fields at 1000-1150 km depth
(left column) and 1300-1450 km depth (right column).
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Figure 5.11 Thermal, non-thermal and total density fields at 1750-1900 km depth
(left column) and 2350-2500 km depth (right column).
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Figure 5.12 Thermal, compositional, and total density fields in the D’’ region for two
cases. Joint inversion with a thermal density-velocity relationship succeeded by
inversion for a 3D density-velocity relationship yields negative density (positive
buoyancy) throughout the African and Pacific superplume structures (right column).
However, if no joint inversion for shear wave velocity is performed, the central
portions of the superplume structures become denser than the surrounding mantle
suggesting an anti-correlation of seismic velocity and density (left column). Joint
inversion for seismic velocity tends to reduce the low-velocity heterogeneity above
D’’ lessening the need for a dense feature at the base to counteract the buoyancy of
the shallower anomalies.
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Figure 5.13 Relative contributions of thermal and non-thermal effects to the mantle
density field. Joint inversion of seismic and geodynamic constraints assuming that all
heterogeneity is thermally-induced followed by 3D density-velocity scaling inversion
yields thermal densities larger than the residual contributions throughout the lower
mantle (right column). The alternative case (left column) assumes that the seismic
model represents thermal effects (convert TX2007 with UM1.LM4 density-velocity
relationship and invert for a 3D scaling model). In this case, compositional
contributions become very strong in the lower ~1000 km of the mantle and perhaps
dominate the density field below ~2500 km depth. This result shows that joint
inversion removes bias in the model produced solely with our seismic constraints
allowing for a positive correlation of seismic velocity and density perturbations
throughout the mantle (the thermal hypothesis). The ‘true’ compositional
contribution is likely between these two extremes, but it is not necessary to have null
correlations or anti-correlations of shear wave velocity and density in the deepest
mantle to find heterogeneity models consistent with our seismic and geodynamic
inferences.
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5.8 Conclusions

We have investigated a wide range of possible R

/s

profiles taken from recent

mineral physics studies focused on the effects of temperature on mantle material in
the upper mantle (Cammarano et al. 2003) and lower mantle (Karato & Karki 2001).
Through simultaneous inversion of seismic data and a diverse suite of geodynamic
constraints, we have found the radially-symmetric thermal R

/s

relationship most

capable of satisfying the seismic and geodynamic observations (Figure 5.8). In
addition, we have found 1st-order velocity-dependent corrections to R
account for the non-linear behavior of the thermal R

/s

/s

which

relationship in the upper

mantle and compositional effects of the Fe-depleted cratonic roots (Forte & Perry
2000). This corrected R

/s

relationship allows for high levels of reconciliation of the

combined dataset implying that the dominant cause of mantle heterogeneity outside
of the cratonic roots is lateral variations in temperature. Solving for a 3-D R

/s

relationship reveals secondary contributions to the mantle density field including
additional compositional effects and higher order non-linear thermal effects.
The reorganization of purely seismically-derived heterogeneity via simultaneous
inversion greatly decreases the requirement for compositional components to explain
the combined seismic-geodynamic dataset. In effect, joint inversion reduces the bias
of the seismic data on the resulting heterogeneity model allowing for positive
correlation of velocity and density throughout the non-cratonic mantle. We have
demonstrated this effect by inverting for a 3-D scaling relationship using our
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seismically-derived model (TX2007) as the established velocity model. This method
results in features that are negatively correlated (low-velocity = high-density)
including the central portions of the African and Pacific superplume structures similar
to previous studies (e.g. Ishii & Tromp 1999). Moreover, we find that without joint
inversion, compositional influence on heterogeneity is increased throughout the lower
~1000 km of the mantle (Figure 5.13) and dominates in the deepest mantle. If
instead, we use an unbiased jointly-determined velocity model, the overall buoyancy
of the superplume structures is reduced but not reversed and heterogeneity is only
weakly influenced by compositional variations throughout the majority of the lower
mantle. Therefore, scaling a purely seismically-derived velocity model by some
quantity is not necessarily the best method to obtain density heterogeneity.
Additionally, our modeling process inherently attempts to minimize
compositional effects by first assuming that all heterogeneity is generated by
variations in temperature. Therefore it is likely that our mantle heterogeneity model
provides minimal estimates of compositional influence and does not exclude the
possibility that anti-correlation of velocity and density exists in some regions of the
lower mantle. Also, these results do not imply that chemical variations are
insignificant to the dynamics and evolution of the mantle as we have recently pointed
out in a detailed study of the African superplume region (Simmons et al. 2007;
Chapter 4).
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Appendix A
LSQR Algorithm with Sparse-Full Modifications
Here I outline the LSQR algorithm originally developed by Paige & Saunders
(1982). The LSQR algorithm is an iterative inversion method that is designed to deal
with large, sparse systems of equations efficiently. The method is analytically
equivalent to the conjugate gradient method but has been shown to be more
numerically reliable. I have also included modifications of the algorithm that allow
for simultaneous inversion of sparse and full systems of equations without directly
combining the systems by matrix augmentation. In addition the modifications include
scaling relationships that relate one system to the other (i.e. density-velocity
conversion factors) without directly embedding these factors into the linear system.
The primary motivation for modifying the algorithm is that, in MATLAB, in order to
combine a sparse and full system by matrix augmentation means that either the
resulting system must be full OR sparse (not both).
In our specific case, this means that if we augment a highly sparse seismic
sensitivity kernel matrix with a full geodynamic sensitivity kernel matrix that we
would have to store the combined system as a full matrix which would require
~4Gbytes of RAM storage (not tenable on standard UNIX workstations).
Alternatively, we could treat the full geodynamic sensitivity kernel matrix as a sparse
system by storing pointer indices along with the matrix values. Although this
treatment would be feasible, it would still require about 2 times the storage needed to
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store the original full matrix. Also, specific to our case, the geodynamic sensitivity
kernels (full matrix) must be scaled by the density-velocity conversion ratios denoted
as R in the following equations. Considering the linear system Ax = b , the basic
algorithm (left column) and modifications (right column) are as follows:

Step 1 – Initialize variables

x0 = starting model

41 = b Axo

2

Modify:

41 =

b full
bsparse

A full xo
Asparse xo

2

where A full and b full correspond to the full part of the
combined system (geodynamic sensitivity matrix and data
in our case). A sparse and bsparse correspond to the sparse
part of the combined system (seismic sensitivity matrix and
data in our case).
u1 =

b Axo

41

Modify:

u1full =

b full

A full x0*

41

where x0* ,k = x0 ,k Rk ( k = 1,2 ,3...n ). Effectively, this is a
point-by-point multiplication of the model with the
conversion factors contained within the vector R with n
elements (i.e. density-to-velocity scaling)

u1sparse =

bsparse A sparse x0

u1full
u1 = sparse
u1
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41

31 = A T u1
v1 =

Modify:

2

AT u1

Modify:

31

31 = A Tfull u1full + ATsparseu1sparse
=

full
1 ,k

v

ATfull u1full

31

= 41

Modify: None required

= 31

Modify: None required

w1 = v1

Modify: None required

1

1

2

Rk
k

Step 2 – Repeat steps 3-5 until convergence
Step 3 – Update variables

4 i +1 = Avi 3 i ui

Modify:

2

4 i +1 =

A full vi* 3 i uifull
A sparse vi 3 i uisparse

2

where vi* = vi ,k Rk ( k = 1,2 ,3...n )
Again, this is point-by-point multiplication of the model
with the conversion factors contained within the vector R
with n elements.

ui +1 =

Avi 3 i ui

4 i +1

3 i +1 = AT ui +1 4 i +1vi

2

1

A full vi* 3 i uifull

Modify:

ui +1 =

Modify:

t k = ATfull uifull
+1 k Rk (point-by-point scaling)

4 i +1 A sparsevi

(

3 i uisparse

)

3 i +1 = (t 4 i +1vifull ) + (ATsparseuisparse
4 i +1visparse )
+1
T

vi +1 =

i

3 i +1

=

ci =

ui +1 4 i +1vi

2
i

i

+ 4 i2+1

Modify:

vifull
+1 =

t 4 i +1vifull

Modify: None required
Modify: None required

i

si =

4 i +1

Modify: None required

i
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3 i +1

2

i +1

= si3 i +1

Modify: None required

i +1

= ci3 i +1

Modify: None required

i

= ci

i +1

Modify: None required

i

= si

Modify: None required

i

Step 4 – Update model
xi = xi 1 +

i

Modify: None required

wi

i

wi +1 = vi +1

i +1

wi

Modify: None required

i

Step 5 – Test for convergence and return to Step 3 if necessary

MATLAB script:
function [x,flag,relres,iter,resvec,res,xall]=
t_lsqr_sparse_scale(Afull,bfull,Aspar,bspar,tol,maxit,x0,suffix,sc);
%Original MATLAB LSQR algorithm with modifications to
% implicitly solve for the sparse and full portions of
% the linear system. Modifications also scale the full
% system based on the vector "sc" which should have the
% same dimensions as the output model. This is
% equivalent to multiplying each row of the "Afull"
% matrix by the factors in "sc" point-by-point to linearly
% relate the two datasets.
%
%INPUTS:
%Afull, bfull:
Full part of the system Ax=b
%Aspar, bspar:
Sparse part of the system Ax=b
%tol:
Relative tolerance (can be empty [])
%maxit:
Maximum number of iterations
%x0:
Starting model
%suffix:
Output name suffix
%sc:
Scaling factors applied to the full part of the
system
%
%OUTPUTS:
[may simply be [x]=t_lsqr_sparse_scale(...)]
%x:
Computed model
%flag: 0 LSQR converged to the desired tolerance TOL
%
within MAXIT iterations.
%
1 LSQR iterated MAXIT times but did not converge.
%
2 preconditioner M was ill-conditioned.
%
3 LSQR stagnated (two consecutive iterates were the same).
%
4 one of the scalar quantities calculated during LSQR became
%
too small or too large to continue computing.
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%relres:
%iter:
%resvec:
%res:
%xall:
%

Relative residual
Number if iterations
Vector of relative residuals at each iteration
The final actual residual (Ax-b)
Matrix of models at each power of 2 iteration
(iterations 2,4,8,16,...)

[mfull,nfull] = size(Afull);
[mspar,nspar] = size(Aspar);
m=mfull+mspar;
n=nfull;
% Assign default values to unspecified parameters
if nargin < 5 | isempty(tol)
tol = 1e-6;
end
if nargin < 6 | isempty(maxit)
maxit = min([m,n,20]);
end
n2b = norm([bfull(:);bspar(:)]); % Norm of rhs vector, b
if nargin<7 | isempty(x0)
x0=zeros(n,1);
end
x=x0;
% Set up for the method
flag = 1;
xmin = x;
% Iterate which has minimal
residual so far
imin = 0;
% Iteration at which xmin was
computed
tolb = tol * n2b;
% Relative tolerance
disp(['Calculating u=b-Ax'])
%%u = b - A * x;
ufull=bfull-Afull*(x.*sc);
uspar=bspar-Aspar*x;
u=[ufull;uspar];
disp(['Done'])
beta = norm(u);
normr = beta;
if (normr <= tolb)
solution
flag = 0;
relres = normr / n2b;
iter = 0;
resvec = normr;
return
end
ufull = ufull / beta;
uspar = uspar / beta;
u=[ufull;uspar];
c = 1;
s = 0;
phibar = beta;

% Norm of residual
% Initial guess is a good enough
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d = zeros(n,1);
%%v = A' * u;
vfull = (Afull' * ufull).*sc;
vspar = Aspar' * uspar;
v = vfull + vspar;
alpha = norm(v);
vfull = vfull / alpha;
vspar = vspar / alpha;
v = [vfull+vspar];
resvec = zeros(maxit+1,1);
% Preallocate vector for norm of
residuals
resvec(1) = normr;
% resvec(1) = norm(b-A*x0)
normrmin = normr;
% Norm of residual from xmin
stag = 0;
% stagnation of the method
% loop over maxit iterations (unless convergence or failure)
for i = 1 : maxit
disp(['Iteration: ' int2str(i)])
zfull = vfull;
zspar = vspar;
z = v;
%%u = A * z - alpha * u;
ufull = Afull * (z.*sc) - alpha * ufull;
uspar = Aspar * z - alpha * uspar;
u=[ufull;uspar];
beta = norm(u);
%%u = u / beta;
ufull = ufull / beta;
uspar = uspar / beta;
u=[ufull;uspar];
thet = - s * alpha;
rhot = c * alpha;
rho = sqrt(rhot^2 + beta^2);
c = rhot / rho;
s = - beta / rho;
phi = c * phibar;
if (phi == 0)
stag = 1;
end
phibar = s * phibar;
d = (z - thet * d) / rho;

% stagnation of the method

% Check for stagnation of the method
if (stag == 0)
stagtest = zeros(n,1);
ind = (x ~= 0);
stagtest(ind) = d(ind) ./ x(ind);
stagtest(~ind & d ~= 0) = Inf;
if norm(stagtest,inf) < eps
stag = 1;
end
end
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if normr <= tolb
flag = 0;
iter = i;
break
end

% check for convergence

if stag == 1
flag = 3;
break
end
if normr < normrmin
normrmin = normr;
xmin = x;
imin = i;
end

% update minimal norm quantities

x = x + phi * d;
modvar(i)=std(x)^2;
modmean(i)=mean(x);
%%res=A*x-b;
resfull=Afull*(x.*sc)-bfull;
resspar=Aspar*x-bspar;
res=[resfull;resspar];
resvar(i)=std(res)^2;
resmean(i)=mean(res);
iternums=sort([2.^[0:20]+1 maxit]);
if nargout==7 & any(iternums==i)%save all models
ii=find(iternums==i);
xalliter(ii)=iternums(ii);
xall(:,ii)=x(:);
end
normr = abs(s) * normr;
resvec(i+1) = normr;
%%vt = A' * u;
vtfull = (Afull' * ufull).*sc;
vtspar = Aspar' * uspar;
vt=vtfull+vtspar;
%%v = vt - beta * v;
vfull = vtfull - beta*vfull;
vspar = vtspar - beta*vspar;
v=vfull+vspar;
alpha = norm(v);
%%v = v / alpha;
vfull = vfull / alpha;
vspar = vspar / alpha;
v=[vfull+vspar];
end
% for i = 1 : maxit
% returned solution is first with minimal residual
if flag == 0
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relres = normr / n2b;
else
x = xmin;
iter = imin;
relres = normrmin / n2b;
end
% truncate
if flag <=
resvec
else
resvec
end

the zeros from resvec
1 | flag == 3
= resvec(1:i+1);
= resvec(1:i);

%output
if nargin==8 & nargout==6
save(['LSQR.out.' suffix'.mat'],...
'x','flag','relres','iter','resvec',...
'res','modvar','resvar','modmean','resmean')
elseif nargin==8 & nargout==7
save(['LSQR.out.' suffix '.mat'],'x','flag','relres',...
'iter','resvec','res','modvar','resvar',...
'modmean','resmean','xall','xalliter')
end
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Appendix B
Seismic Resolution Tests
Resolution testing was performed by generating single-layer synthetic
heterogeneity models and attempting to recover them by inversion. The test models
consist of ca. 5 X 5 arc-degree blocks with alternating velocity perturbations of ±1%.
This is similar to checkerboard resolution testing; however, the synthetic models are
not perfect checkerboards due the staggered nature of the model parameters. A
velocity model was found using the same inversion process used to generate the
actual model with and without smoothing constraints (see Chapter 2). For each
depth, the synthetic and recovered models were cross correlated and these coefficients
are noted next to the model figures. The amplitude recovery levels, defined by the
ratio of the RMS amplitudes of the input and output model, are similarly noted next to
the images.
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Figure B1 Synthetic (top) and recovered models with and without smoothing.
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Figure B1 (continued)
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Figure B1 (continued)
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Figure B1 (continued)
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Appendix C
Complete Shear-wave Tomography Model
This is the complete shear-wave tomographic model of the mantle produced using
the data and methods fully described in Chapter 2. The mantle was divided into 22
depth layers and each is presented. Using L-curve analysis, I determined the optimal
trade-off between data misfit and model complexity (roughness). The definitions of
misfit and model complexity as well as the L-curve can also be found in Chapter 2.
In addition to the optimal model, I also present a smoother and a rougher solution to
give insight on how anomalies vary with overall model smoothness. Each of the
models are presented in term of shear-wave velocity perturbations and it should be
noted that the amplitude scale varies with each depth.
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Figure C1 Shear-wave tomographic model described in Chapter 2.
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Figure C1 (continued)
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Appendix D
Comparison of Seismic and Joint Velocity Models
The following set of images illustrate the shear-wave velocity model produced
using only the seismic data (Chapter 2) compared to the jointly derived model
described in Chapter 5. For each selected depth range, the top panel contains the
purely seismic model, the middle panel illustrates the final joint model and the bottom
panel is the model difference (joint – seismic). Full descriptions of the development
of each model can be found in the text.
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Figure D1 Comparison of seismic and joint shear-wave velocity models at 100175km depth. Note that the amplitude scales for the upper two panels are ±6% and
the bottom panel is ±1% (shown in parentheses).
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Figure D1 (continued) Comparison of seismic and joint shear-wave velocity models
at 250-325km depth. Note that the amplitude scales for the upper two panels are ±4%
and the bottom panel is ±2% (shown in parentheses).
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Figure D1 (continued) Comparison of seismic and joint shear-wave velocity models
at 525-650km depth. Note that the amplitude scales for the upper two panels are ±2%
and the bottom panel is ±1% (shown in parentheses).
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Figure D1 (continued) Comparison of seismic and joint shear-wave velocity models
at 1000-1150km depth. Note that the amplitude scales for the upper two panels are
±2% and the bottom panel is ±1% (shown in parentheses).
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Figure D1 (continued) Comparison of seismic and joint shear-wave velocity models
at 1300-1450km depth. Note that the amplitude scales for the upper two panels are
±2% and the bottom panel is ±1% (shown in parentheses).
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Figure D1 (continued) Comparison of seismic and joint shear-wave velocity models
at 1750-1900km depth. Note that the amplitude scales for the upper two panels are
±2% and the bottom panel is ±1% (shown in parentheses).
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Figure D1 (continued) Comparison of seismic and joint shear-wave velocity models
at 2200-2350km depth. Note that the amplitude scales for the upper two panels are
±2% and the bottom panel is ±2% (shown in parentheses).
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Figure D1 (continued) Comparison of seismic and joint shear-wave velocity models
in the D’’ layer. Note that the amplitude scales for the upper two panels are ±3% and
the bottom panel is ±1% (shown in parentheses).
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